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Abstract
This thesis explored the evaluation of informational/educational systems. It investigated the
foalures of the design of an evaluation system needed to conduct the summative evaluation of
informational and educational sofiwarc.
In designing this evaluation methodology, several questions were addressed:
,

What is needed to be achieved from an evaluation?

>

Which characteristics/features of a sy ,tem required evaluation?

>

How was the evaluation going to be .:onductcd?

>

How can future developers use the ;nfonnation obtained from the evaluation?

>"' What were the scope and the limhations of the proposed evaluation?

>

How can evaluation tools, techmques and procedures developed by this research, be useful in
the design of e\'aluation systems for similar infonnational/educational software

To answer these questions an in-depth review of the available literature and electronic resources
that address the area of multimedia software evaluation was conducted. In order to identify the
best tools to conduct an efficient and effective evaluation it was also imperative to examine and
assess tools and techniques already developed. It was then possible to proceed with the design
and construction of an evaluation system, based on a thorough familiarity with and understanding
of previous work conducted in this area.
The EduKit2000 CD produced and distributed by Edith Cowan University to all commencing and
external students was selected as a case study with which to implement and test the evaluation
system. Because of the availability and the proximity c.f both the developers and the end-userJ, it
was considered an appropriate choice.
The evaluation program developed involved the use of four evaluation tools. These consisted of
an expert review, a questionnaire, user and novice testing. The questionnaire was sent out with
the CD. The feedback received from the quest1onnaire was analysed in conjunction with the data
returned from the other evaluation tools and the summative evaluation of the CD was conducted,
in order to detennine whether the product reflected the requirements of its developers. Analysis of
the returned research data aimed to discover what future changes may be required to be
implemented to the original product in order for it to fulfi I those requirements, while still
remaining a cost-effective, freely distributed product. More importantly, this evaluation of
EduKit2000 was intended as a "road test" of the methodology developed by this research. It made
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it possible to identify and improve some features of the evaluation plan and strategy that did not
perfonn us well as anticipated.
The research conducted for the purpose of this thesis explored the evaluation of informational
systems and achieved four distinct objectives:
I . A methodology was researched, designed and developed to comprehensively evaluate
informationa!/cd ucat ion al systems
2. This methodology was tested by using a case study (EduKit2000) to which it was applied.
3. The methodology was evaluated and reviewed, and recommendations were formulated for
improvements.
4. A comprehensive evaluation of EduKit2000 was produced, along with recommendations for
improving the product.

By adequately identifying those areas that can be improved in order for the product to fulfil its
objectives, the evaluation system developed by this research was demonstrated to be an effective,
and cost-effective, methodology for evaluations of informational/educational software.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Universities ,md other education institutions are increasingly developing informational packages,
including course information, collections or software, administration procedures and promotional
material. In Western Australia alone, three u11ivcrsitics have already produced and distributed
such packages: Edith Cowan University (EduKit), the University of Western Australia (ELVIS:
Electronically Linked Visual Information System) and Curtin University. These arc seen as a cost
effective means of communicating important information and/or trc1ining to students and potential
students, and shall be referred to in this research as informational/educational sy.l'tems. There is a
growing use by Aus t ra Ii an uni vers iti es of in tcracti vc rcso urecs (e.g. B c nn ctt, Priest, and
Macpherson, 1999); and researchers maintain that "technology is increasingly being used to
supplement traditional face-to-face communication in business and education." (Mclaughlan and
Kirkpatrick, 1999, 243-257). Clearly, interactive and online informational software is useful for
educational purposes, primarily because of the flexibility of the learning environment it provides.
Informational/educational systems, both on-line and CD based, allow studl!nts to engage in
"individual and collaborative learning at times and places that suit them" (Collings, Pearce and
Walker, 1998, 9-16). They allow students to be "active participants in their own learning"
(Collings et al., 1998, 9-16), an important element in the constructivist approach to Jearni ng
(Jonassen, 1999; Ewing et al., 1998; Foxwell, 1998) using computer-mediated training.
Because of the growing use of informational/educational systems, there is a correspondingly
growing need to develop methodologies for evaluating these systems in order to determine first,
whether they achieve the objectives they have been set, and secondly to enable the design of
improvements to successive generations of the products.
What are the characteristics of the tools and procedures required for the evaluation of these
informational/educational multimedia systems and software? This research endeavoured to
answer this question by developing an evaluation methodology for informational/educational
systems. The methodology was tested by applying it to the evaluation of a case study, the
EduKit2000 CD produced and distributed by Edith Cowan University. A set of recommendations
for improving the system resulted from applying this evaluation to the test case.
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1.1.

Significance of research

Because it is essential to evaluate informational/educational multimedia systems in order for them
to be improved, it is important to develop a methodology for doing this that will be applicable to
all that range or sonware. This is the basic rationale of the study, and although much of the
research conducted constituted a usability ~tudy for a specific piece of informational/educational
multimedia software, it has more generalised applications. By detcrmi ning which evaluation
tools, techniques, and procedures can be applied to the evaluation of this type of software
package, a methodology was developed which can be adapted and applied to the evaluation of
other similar software, or to future incarnations of the same product.
Most multimedia software (applications, utilities, games and educational programs) is nowadays
upgraded on a regular ongoing basis, to adapt to fast improving technology.
Informational/educational :;oftware needs regular upgrading for the added reason that it must
reflect changes in the instructional content of the program, as well as its presentation in order to
achieve optimum educational outcomes (Tweddle et al., 1998). Because of the growing use of
informational/educational systems, there is a correspondingly growing need for evaluation
methodologies. If software is not effectively evaluated and improved, it may not achieve its
primary objectives, resulting in instructional failure and financial losses. More importantly,
without evaluation no product can be improved. This research sought to provide a comprehensive
methodology, including a complete set of tools, templates, and procedural guidelines to enable
future evaluations of this or similar multimedia products.
While each individual product will require its specific parameters to be applied to the evaluation
methodology presented here, the techniques and procedures are anticipated to be broadly
applicable to all infonnational/educational systems.

1.2.

Research method

The following stages were used in the conduct of the research:
I. A methodology was developed that will enable evaluators of informational/educational
systems and similar products to have access to a program for evaluating this type of software,
including detailed guidelines of tools, techniques and procedures.
2. The evaluation program designed was implemented and le.sled on EduKit2000.
3. An improved methodology was obtained as a resu It of a final review of the evaluation system
developed.
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4. Recommendations were proposed

lo

/he developers of EduKit2000 for improving the

product: this will enable the university to produce and distribute a more effective (and costeffective) product next year.
The following chapters describe the process of developing the evaluation methodology, which is
intended to be generically applicable to the evaluation of any informational/educational system.
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Chapter 2. Developing a Framework using a Review of
Literature
This chapter explores the available literature and research conducted by theorists and previous
researchers who have addressed the evaluation or multimedia software. By comparing the
available methodologies, a framework was developed identifying the principal areas of inquiry
that need to be assessed in order to conduct an effective evaluation. An examination of tools and
processes available for assessing each area of inquiry is also presented in order to proceed with
the development of an evaluation strategy.
There are basically two types of software evaluations:
Formative Evaluation:
"Formative" evaluation refers to structured evaluation that is provided while the course is

ongoing so as to permit improvements (Scriven, 1967). Formative- evaluation can best be
described as an ongoing assessment during the phases of design and production of a piece of
software in order to improve it. All multimedia software undergoes some formative evaluation
during the development phase. This is en::mred using quality assurance procedures, and enables
the resolution of problems and bugs during production.
Summative Evaluation:
"Summative evaluation is evaluation done after software design and production is complete in

order to establish its performance and properties." (Draper et al 1997, 103). This form of
evaluation presents the evaluators' conclusions relating to the quality, validity or worth of the
multimedia product. The process begins after the product has been designed and produced, and is
useful in determining ways in which it can be improved before final delivery to the end~user.
Summative evaluation takes place after all modifications to a program have been made, after the
program has been in place long enough to stabilise, and after the impact of the program has had a
chance to be realised.
Increasingly, theorists support the view that the distinction between the two should be minimised
and that evaluation activities should be seen as an integral part of good design practice and not
something that is external to the design process (Schon, 1983).
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During the timeline· of a project's development, formative evaluation is generally seen as more
important than summative evaluation. As time progresses, this relationship is inverted, as can be
seen from Figure 1 below (Rasmussen, 1993).

Summative evaluation

lime

Figure 1.

The relative importance of formative and summative evaluation over time

Evaluation of informational/educational multimedia systems must be an iterative combination
of both summative and formative evaluations. Because it is often annually upgradeable (to
reflect the needs of each generation of students in terms of courseware, software requirements,
etc.) these systems must be summatively evaluated at the end of each production cycle.
However since each year sees the initiation of a new production cycle, using evaluation results
to improve the new incarnation, this constitutes a form of the summative/formative evaluation
described by Schon (1983), in Figure 1.

2.1.

Evaluation methodologies

"The majority of software evaluations are not only flawed and largely inappropriate, but are far
from being truly objective ... " (Tucker, 1989, 8-16).

Evaluation of multimedia software has been interpreted in a wide range of different ways by
theorists and previous researchers, some agreeing with Tucker (1989), that new methodologies
for evaluation need to be developed. However most agree with Collings, (1998) that the general
purpose of evaluation is "to provide input to an iterative and participative design process"
(Collings et al., 1998, 287). Evidence of consensus over this view is abundant in the available
literature (Nielsen, 1992; Monk et al., 1993; Lindgaard, 1994; Spool et al., 1999).
Notwithstanding, while there is general agreement as to the purpose of software evaluation, the
particular areas of investigation and assessment (i.e. interface design, navigation, interactivity,
content, scope, functionality, etc.) differ widely between researchers, often depending on their
i

own areas of expertise. This work has aimed at identifying as precisely as possible exactly those
areas of inquiry to be investigated so as to produce a methodology that will provide optimum
results when evaluating any informational/educational system. In order to design the most
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effective evaluation system possible it was important to identify which areas of inquiry would be
addressed.

2.2.

Areas of Inquiry

Previous research in evaluation methodology has focused primarily on evalu~ting and improving
the educational content and in.\·tructional design of informational/educational software, rather
than the multimedia delivery platform itscl f (Alessi and Troll ip, 1991 ). Some, such as Reeves
( 1993) and Sims ( 1999), have addressed the functionality of interface design.

Reeves, ( 1993) addresses the issue of interface evaluation using a tool he calls "Dimensions".
While it is limited in its r.apacity to deliver precise values which can be used for comparative
research, the tool does address most aspects of interface design using 10 "Dimensions": ease of
use, navigation, cognitive load, mapping, screen design, knowledge space compatibility,
information presentation, media integration, aesthetics and overall functionality. Sims (1999), is
specifically concerned with educational outcomes, and adds 3 more "Dimensions"; control,
adaptation and communication
Other prominent evaluators have also focused on the relative importance of interface design in
informational/educational software; Laurel ( 1990), stresses that everything about the interface
should engage the user to accomplish the task.
Barker and King's ( 1993) approach resembles Reeves 'Dimensions' by listing a set of categories
as areas of evaluation:
I.

Engagement (Interface Design)

2. Interactivity
3. Tailorability (Scope)
4. Appropriateness of multimedia mix

5. Mode and style of interaction
6. Quality of interaction

7. Quality of end-user interface
8. Learning styles
9. Monitoring and assessment techniques

10. Built-in intelligence

11. Adequacy of anci Ilary learning support tools
12. Suitability for single user group distributed use
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However, not all research has focused on interface design. Many theorists also consider
navigational structure and interactivity vitally important. "A product is assessed on whether it
offers both passive and active interaction with the user, and whether il provides the m~ans by
which a high degree ot' involvement is achieved." (Barker and King, 1993, 307~319).
Interactivity is the degree of communication and feedback between the user and the system. It
exists in a programme
)- where the user CM1 ask questions and receive answers,
)- where the user can search for topics
)- where the user can access a variety of infonnation packages and media by navigating through
the programme
)

where the programme will respond in different ways (reactively) depending on the users
input.

)- where a user support system is in place for guidance and help
The navigational structure of a multimedia product is clearly of critical importance. Some, like
Barker and King ( 1993) consider it the most important hallmark of qua Ii ty. By the very nature of
an informational/educational system (encyclopaedic and informational), the user is clearly not
expected to read or assimilate all the material presented. The content is too vast, and users are
assumed to be searching for specific information. For this reason, and particularly because of the
huge spread and variety of content, efficient navigation is of prime importance (Utting and
Yankelovitch, 1989). Users are required to be able to locate the information they are looking for
with no (or few) prerequisite comput::-:· skills.
It is important that users do not become confused or lost in the CD's structure, as this would result
in them abandoning their search. Mapping, or orientation is important with this kind of system
and is generally considered one of the attributes of good navigation design.
"An important aspect of navigation is orientation" writes Yankelovitch "this is a critical variable
because users frequently complain of being lost in an interactive program. 11 (Utting and
Yankelovitch, 1989, 58-84).
However, navigation should also be designed to enable experienced users, such as administrative
staff, secretarial personnel, and advanced students to by-pass time-consuming procedures and
rapidly access those services they need. This may require parallel navigational strui:tures, as
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"lowest-common-denominator" navigational architecture might not be the most efficient in every
case ( Luca, l 996 ).

Most researchers ugrce on the importance of interactivity/navigation. Morrison considers it the
major criterion to be used in evaluation, nnd describes it as: ".. the learner in conversation with
himself over the material to be learned" (Morrison, 1987, 134-138).

Finally the overall scope of the system must be evaluated. Is it too large? Too small? Too narrow?
Particularly in the case of educational software, scope must be very accurately predetermined.
"Organised distance education, ... requires scope planning to be useful." (Holmberg l 989).

While these areas of inquiry and evaluation arc clearly essential, other areas can have an equally
important role to play in the comprehensive evaluation of informational/educational systems. One
increasingly important area is functionality, both electronic and instructional. Collings et al.,
( l 998) include it in the Ii st of heuristics for their research, whi Ie Reeves (1993 ), Barker and King
(1993) all include functionality as one of their primary evaluation "Dimensions". Because
functionality relates not just to the instructional design of information but also to the electronic
integrity of the system (working hyperlinks, missing graphics, slow loading pages) and of its
overall performance, functionality cannot be omitted from the areas of inquiry.

It can be seen that most previous research has identified

functionality, content, scope,

interaclivii'ylnavigational stmcture and interface design as being of critical importance in a

multimedia product of this kind. Even when a larger number of variables has been proposed, they
still relate to these five areas of inquiry.

For example, the following table lists Reeve's ( 1993) Dimensions and Barker and Kings' ( 1993)
Categories. These can both be seen to ultimately address the same five areas of inquiry~
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Table 2.1 A comparison of areas of inquiry

Harker and King

Reeves

- ~ - - - - - - -...........~-~-

Ease of use, (Na vir,al ion)

Engagement (Interface Design)

Navigation (Navigation)

Interactivity ( Intcracti vi tyIN avi gati on)

Cognitive land,

Tailorability (Scope}

Mapping, (Navigation)

Ar,propriateness of multimedia mix

Screen design, (Interface Design)

Mode and style of interaction
(InteractivityIN av igation}

Knowledge Space Compatibility.

Qua Iity of interaction (Interactivity/Navigation)

Media integration, (Interface Design)

Quality of end-user interface

Aesthetics, (Interface Design)

Leaming styles (Content)

Overall functionality (Functionality)

Monitoring and assessment techniques

Information presentation,

Adequacy of ancillary learning support tools

(Scope/Content)

(Instructional Functionality)
Built-in intelligence (Electronic Functionality)
Suitability for single user group distributed use

As a result of assessing the resources provided by previous researchers and theorists, using both
published

and WWW

material, the areas necessary

for

the

evaluation of

informational/educational systems have been clearly identified. Previous research has consistently
earmarked these areas, and they are consistent with the objectives of this research:
a) Interactivity/Navigational Structure

b) Interface Design

c) Quality of Content
d) Scope

e) Functionality

a) Interactivity/Navigational Structure
This area involves the evaluation of the mechanisms of navigation, the ease of use to the novice,
the existence of alternative navigational mechanisms, the accuracy and integrity of all links and
hyperlinks, the existence of mapping features to enable users to know where they are in the
system, the existence of mechanisms for the users to input data and receive results, the existence
of help and search facilities, the quality of the interaction and the mode and style ofinteractivity.
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b) Interface Design

This involves evaluating the aesthetic appeal of the interface, the appropriateness of the
multimedia mix (sound, graphics, animations, video, etc.), the legibility of the text, the
appropriate use of colours, fonts, sizes, shading, layout, fonnatting of text and images, the clarity
and intuitiveness of icons, signs and symbols, the engagement level of the interface and the order
disposition of screen clements.
c) Quality of content

This includes the exploration of all content material (text, graphics, media) for accuracy and
integrity. A !so, text shou Id be correct (grammar, spelling, syntax, etc.) and provide aesthetic
appeal. Instructions provided for performing tasks are tested to verify that they do in fact enable
users to perform the tasks. Learning styles and the presentation of information are assessed for
efficiency and the effectiveness of presented material in achieving its objectives is established.
d) Scope
Here, the amount of material presented is assessed for its appropriateness. Missing areas of
infonnation are identified, as well as excessive or repetitive presentation of unnecessary material.
The appropriateness of the material in relation to the target audience is also detennined, as well as
the existence of duplicate material or media. Scope should be based on an accurate assessment of
the aims and objectives of the software investigated.
e) Overall functionality

Overall functionality can be subdivided into instructional functionality and electronic
functionality. For instructional functionality the existence of features such as help and search,
disabled users' functionality such as zoom options, etc. is investigated as well as such features as
user-input processing, Frequently Asked Questions sections, and the provision of mechanisms for
displaying media, downloading plug-ins and replaying videos.
Electronic functionality exists where a system has no broken links, missing graphics, slow
loading pages, duplicate files, or missing pages. Devices such as volume controls, video playback
controls, zooms, printers and converters should all function correctly.

2.2.1.

Processes and Tools for Evaluation

There is an endless (and growing) number of evaluation processes available and in constant use,
from postal surveys to door-knocking interviewers, and it is important to use exactly the
appropriate ones. For the purpose of this research it was imperative to select precisely those tools
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that would best evaluate the areas of inquiry described above. In order to do this ii was necessary
to

investigate and assess all the commonly used instruments, and to determine their degree of

appropriateness to our purpose.

Heidler, ( 1993) of the Multimedia in Manufacturing Education Lc1.b at the Georgia Institute of
Technology presents five on-I inc sets of multimedia development tools, hyperl inkcd to an indepth description of each one. It includes, in addition to a set of Evaluation tools a description of
customisable tools for analysis, design, management and production. Thirty-nine tools arc
presented, ranging from analysis report 1emplal<!S to objective review checklists. The section
den ling with evaluation tools Iists IO item'>, which arc described bcl ow: evaluation matrix,
anecdotal record form, expert review checklist, focus group protocol, formative review log,
implementation log, interview protocol, questionnaire, user interface rating form and evaluation
report sample. While he presents a concise Iisting and description of the modus operandi of each
tool, he fails the user by falling far short of providing any useful guidelines or instructions
relating to the judicious use of the tools. While tools are essential for conducting software
evaluation, how these tools are used is of even more critical importance.

As no method of evaluation will detect all errors, additional tools and techniques need to be
constantly developed. A very effective combination for evaluation is to conduct user testing in
conjunction with an expert review. There are two major reasons for selecting these tools. First, a
heuristic (expert) evaluation can eliminate a number of usability problems without the netd to
"waste users," who sometimes can be difficult to find. Second, these two categories of usability
assessment methods have been shown to identify distinct sets of usability problems; therefore,
they supplement each other rather than lead to repetitive findings. Researchers such as Desurvire
et al. ( 1992), Jeffries et al. ( 1991) and Karat et al. ( 1992) a11 came to this cone Iusion.

Heuristic evaluations require a team of system experts. The experts' report supplements the user
tests findings, in a technique developed by Nielsen (1990).

2.2.2.

Processes

With the panacea of available evaluation processes, it is important to identify and define the most
important (and appropriate) ones. Heid Ier's ( 1993) web based system (desert bed ahove) lists
several of these. In order to select the mozt appropriate for the purposes of this research, several
more were investigated:

1. Anecdotal Record Form
Serge Walberg
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This is n means of collecting qualitative data in the form of an anecdote relatcJ by the user in ltir
own words. A template form is used recording date, time, and pcrson(s) involved. Each anecdote
re lutes to a single incident, and brings a "human" clcmt!nt to the i:valuation, (llcidler, 1993 ).
These can be expensive and time-consuming bu1 11avc the advantage of returning very specific
data.
2. Expert Review
A particular form of heuristic expert evaluation was developed by Nielsen and Malich ( 1990),
and is a method for structuring the critique of a system. It involves several evaluators
independently evaluating a system to identify potential user problems. Nielsen and Molich's

( 1990) experience indicates that five evaluators usually results in 75% of overall usability

problems being identified. The evaluators then confer and their findings are aggregated. The
recommended procedure is for a small number (between four and six) of evaluators to apply a set
of 'heuristics', of which below is a sample list:
~

Visibility of system status;

~

Match between the system and the real world (Accuracy of content);

~

User control and freedom (Interactivity/Navigational Structure);

~

Consistency and standards (Quality of content);

~

Error prevention (Electronic Functionality);

~

Flexibility and efficiency of use;

~

Aesthetic and minimalist design (Interface Design); and

>

Help and documentation (Instructional Functionality).

Experts regard heuristic evaluation as one of the most cost-effective and widely used usability
investigation tools currently available (Nielsen, 1992). Heuristic expert evaluation is used to
detect minor and major errors in the user interface of a prodw.:t and does so extremely well. The
rates of detection are about 42 percent for major usability problems and 32 percent for minor
problems, when a single evaluator is used (Nielsen, 1992). Though this figure is impressive it is
improvec! to approximately 75% for both minor and major errors when a team of five evaluators
is used, (Nielsen and Malich, 1990).
Apart from the remarkable rate of error detection that a heuristic expert evaluation has to offer
there are a host of other benefits. The expert evaluation also provides a high level of flexibility as
the number of evaluators can be regulated, as well as the stage in the usability evaluation lifecycle
at which it is implemented.
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To carry out an appropriate evaluation of a multimedia product, only objective experts in the field
have the necessary ski 11s and expertise, especially in relation to the navigation and interface
design aspects. Heuristic expert evaluation is not only the most appropriate but also the most costeffective methodology to employ as it can extract the most out of the experts conducting the
evaluation. An added advantage is its ability to evaluate the product in a short period of time, due
to the fact that tln: experts have the opportunity to discuss their findings upon completion of their
individual investigation. To aid in the rapid completion of the evaluation, investigations can occur
simultaneously.
If none of the ex perts have been involved in the design and construction of the product, it can be
assumed that the results and findings will not be biased in any way.
3. Formative Review Log

This process is used during development of a product, and is valuable as it provides feedback to
developers while the product is still in production (Heidler, 1993 ). Tools used to conduct a
Fonnative Review Log usually consist of a simple instrument with three columns, the first for
recording the screen or format sheet number that the person is reviewing, the second for writing
down observations (e.g., errors, confusing points, or ideas), and the third for recording what
actions have been taken in reaction to the feedbal.!k provided by the end-user.
4. Questionnaire

A questionnaire is an excellent instrument for summative evaluation in that it can address any
number of i:,sues and can be implemented at a scale (superficial or in-depth) proportional to the

time/cost constraints of the evaluation. The questionnaire once constructed is relatively cheap to
implement, as volunteers are usually used. The only additional time factor involved is analysing
the results and summarising the information for reports. The questionnaire should also detect any
problems that the experts have missed.
As this form of evaluation is usually carried out by volunteers who have not been involved in the
production of the product (and are of varying ages and abilities), it can be guaranteed that the
results gathered and the reports generated will be truly objective and without prejudice, adding to
the reliability of the results.
A Liker! scale questionnaire is sometimes more effective than a standard one because more data
for each question is generated (several possible responses per question). With more data available
problem areas that would be missed with a standard questionnaire can more effectively be
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deduced. The questionnaire also gives the ability to gather user opinions and areas they consider
problematic.
S.

Audit Tnlil recordings

Users can be observed, videotaped or recorded while they test the system being evaluated by
performing typical tasks. Software is also available which can automate these observation
sessions. For example, a piece of software called Lotus ScrecnCam allows evaluators to record all
mouse movements and navigational jumps (as well as recording verbal comments) made by the
users while they are navigating through the site. This is a useful tool to use in conjunction with a
questionnaire; together they illustrate how the software was used as well as what users thought of
it. Audit trail observations/recordings are particularly useful in identifying navigational problems

in software as they allow an analysis of the navigational paths, errors and obstacles of users.
Scope and quality of content material are also assessed by observations, as well as the
organisation of the presented information.
6. Other Processes

Other processes abound. Collings describes processes that involve "Expert Walkthrough or
inspections: others involve users who provide feedback by undertaking typical tasks." (Collings et
al., 1998). Very extensive work has been conducted in this area by researchers like Faraday and
Sutcliffe, ( 1995 a).
Other evaluation processes exist, such as interviews, walk-throughs, etc. All of these are useful in
different specific cases. It is important to identify which ones are the most appropriate for the
purpose of this research. Before a selection was made however, an investigation of the available
tools and templates was necessary. These tools also need to be appropriate to the objectives of the
evaluation, and may determine which processes are employed.

2.2.3.

Tools and Templates

Most of the processes described above require the use of tools and templates to be applied.. The
questionnaire process for example might require the use of a rating tool (described below).
Similarly the audit trail observations will require procedural guidelines for conducting
observation sessions, and expert reviews often utilise a set of heuristics to be applied to the
software investigated. Be low is an exploration of some of these tools and templates.
1. Evaluation Matrix
This matrix enables evaluators to consider a wide range of data collection methods for each
question requiring to be addressed, (Heidler, 1993 ).
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Questions are listed on the vertical sidt: of the matrix, and a list of the feasible data collcc.:tion
methods is tabulated on the horizontal side of the matrix. Each question is considered carefully,
and the most appropriate data collection method is selected.
The matrix is customisable by replacing both sets of variiibles. An evaluation matrix has been
used in this research for determining which tools would be required for our case study, and is
presented below.
2. User Interface Rating Form

Reeves' (1993) Interface Rating Tool, already described above is an example of a most commonly
applied rating fonn.
Other tools exist relating to the evaluation of on-line material including the use of bulletin boards
to collect feedback data (Millen, 1999), and the use of computer-to-computer conferencing
supported by an on-line whiteboard (Hammontree et al., 1994, and Hartson et al., 1996).

2.3.

Adopted Strategy

Very little research has previously been conducted in the specific area of regularly upgraded
informational/educational systems software. However useful work has been conducted on the
design and use of evaluation tools. Resources on evaluating interface and style, made available by
Barker and King ( 1993) as we11 as Reeves (1993) have been used. Laurel (1990) provided basic
guidelines to human/computer interaction, critical to the evaluation of information systems.
Nielsen's techniques of heuristic evaluations were the basis of our own heuristics, and several
university Internet resources (referenced below) provided excellent (and up-to-date) research on
the evaluation of instructional content and learning outcomes.
An Evaluation Matrix was constructed to identify the tools considered most appropriate for this
research. Since the areas of inquiry had already been established, it was then necessary to map
these against a grid of available tools. Using information obtained from research of the literature,
and described above, the best tools identified by previous theorists for each area of inquiry were
mapped on the grid. The Evaluation Matrix used is shown in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Evallmtion Matrix for tool selection

Arca of Inquiry

Questionnaire

Expert review

Interface Design

X

X

lnteractivity/Nnvigation

Observation

X

Quality of Content

X

X

Scope

X

X

Overall Functionality

X

User Testing
X
X

X

X

X

Benring in mind that certain combinations of tools have been identified as returning optimum
results (see above), the expert review combined with the user tesling were adopted as the best
tools for inte,face design evaluation. A combination of user testing and observation was adopted
as the best for evaluating interactivity/navigational structure. Because of the large population of
potential respondents, the questionnaire was considered the best tool for evaluating both the
scope and the quality ofconlent, as well as providing useful data as to interface design.

The processes selected to perform the evaluation were chosen because previous research
conducted indicated they were the most :,ppropriate for our purposes. They are listed below with
a brief listing of the advantages each one represents, and an indication of the theorists and
researchers (referred to above) who have recommended them:
I. Questionnaire (e.g. Heidler, 1993; Hannafin, 1988;)

i. Best when the whole population can be used
ii. Best identifies interface design problems

iii. Cost effective

iv. Simple to implement
2. Expert Review (e.g. Nielsen and Malich, 1993;)

v. Best identifies content quality and scope problems
vi. five experts can resolve 75% of usability problems
vii. Experts can recommend improvements

viii. Usually expensive, in this case free
ix. Experts are available at Edith Cowan University (SCAM)
3. Audit trail observation (e.g. Draper, et al., 1994;)
x. Most informative

xi. Can be automated (Lotus ScreenCam)
xii. Best identifies instructional functionality problems
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xiii. Selection of sample population
xiv. Usually expensive, in this case free
4. User testing (e.g. Faraday and Sutcliffe, 1995; Duchastcl, 1987; Collings ct al., 1998;)
xv. Most reliable data
xvi. Best identifies navigation problems
xvii. Usually expensive, in this case free
A combination of the four processes described above was adopted as the evaluation strategy for
this project, and constitutes the methodology developed for evaluating informational/educational
multimedia systems. The choice of tools was based on an assessment of their effectiveness at
evaluating each of the areas of inquiry identified above as appropriate for evaluating this type of
software.
The evaluation plan developed and described above, consisted of a questionnaire targeting the
entire user population, a heuristic expert review conducted by in-house experts {who are also
users of the software), an audit trail observation of novice users selected from the user
population, and a user testing session conducted by a representative sample of the user
population. These four processes will identify problems, strengths and weaknesses of any
informational/educational multimedia system that they are customised and adapted to.
The next phase of the project consisted in testing the evaluation system using a case study. in
order to assess the efficacy of the system, and is described in the next chapter. As a result of
testing the methodology on the case study (EduKit2000), an evaluation of that software was also
produced.
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Chapter 3. Testing/Implementing the Evaluation System
In order to determine the degree of efficacy of the evaluation system described above, it was
tested by applying it to a case study. This was done
inconsistencies, henci.: allowing the system

10

lo

identify any problematic areas or

bi.: improved. This chapter provides a history and

description of the product selected for the case study use<l to test the methodology, and the
n:asons for its selection. As a result of the test, an evaluation of the case study was obtained,
which constituted the third objective of this research.

3.1.

Selection of case study

The EduKit2000 CD produced and distributed by Edith Cowan University was selected as an
appropriate case study with which to implement and test the evaluation system. Because of the
availability and the proximity of both the developers and the end-users, it was considered an
appropriate choice as this allowed the product to be tested in the environment in which it was
being

used, and on

the whole population of end-users.

EduKit2000 is

an

informational/educational system directed particularly at external and commencing students of
Edith Cowan University.

3.2.

History of product selected for evaluation

In order to accurately evaluate any multimedia software it is important to clearly identify the
original objectives of the product, and to detennine the extent

to

which it has attained these

objectives. The primary purposes and objectives of EduKit2000 can be categorised into three
distinct areas: As an aid to students, as & public relations exercise and as cost savings for the
Student Service Centre.
An aid to students
In order primarily to reduce the disproportionately large attrition rate for commencing students, it
was decided to provide all commencing and external students with an infonnation package that
would facilitate their integration into the university environment. This package would include
information not just about their academic courses, but also administrative procedures, library
access information, a collection of useful (and recreational) software and plug-ins, a description
of the available support services (such as counselling, medict!.I, career, chaplaincy and related
services), as well as an overview of extra-curricular activities (clubs and societies, sports
facilities, social activities, etc.) that are available to Edith Cowan University students. A "Printer
Section" would also allow students to print out any necessary administrative forms and
applications such as assignment cover sheets, parking permit applications, etc.
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Clearly, if attrition rates could be reduced by even a small percentage, this would render
EduKit2000 extremely cost-effective.
A public rclutions exercise

In order to smoothen the major shill in the university's focus towards a cost-effective corporate
style of operation, it was considered important to pre-empt any student reaction to corporate
strean11ining by highlighting a focus on students, and on services to students.
Furthermore, as a broader public relations exercise directed at the general public, it expressed and
emphasised Edith Cowan University's confidence in its own teaching standards by indicating that
the quality of multimedia produced by its own students is at least as high as that available
commercially.
Cost savings for the Student Service Centre

Finally, but perhaps most importantly it was seen as an important part of the efforts to streamline
human resource payroll budgets. By providing commencing students with most of the infonnation
they required to fulfil essential tasks such as connecting to the Edith Cowan University modem
pool, EduKit2000 would decongest switchboards and IT Help Desk staff, allowing expensive
human resources to be re-allocated to other areas.
Also, by allowing students to print out their own application forms and other administrative
documents, further savings could be achieved.
Other areas and departments would also, incidentally, achieve savings through a reduced load on
their services. These would include the library, the counselling services, faculties' and schools'
administrative staff, etc.
The CD was intended to benefit both the University and the students. EduKit2000 encompasses
many different departments, each dealing with different areas. Because of this, the CD is huge
and contains over 400 pages of infonnation. When this much information is provided it is crucial
to provide a clear and simple interface supported by an intuitive, consistent navigational structure
that allows users to locate and access the particular piece of information that they require,
efficiently and effectively.
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3.3.

Characteristics of the selected product

EduKit2000 was entirely designed, developed, prodw.:ed and distributed by Edith Cowan
University students. It is a CD based informat ional/cducational multi media system providing
information about courscware, university adm i nistrati vc proecd urcs, extra-curricular activities
and library catalogs. It also includes a large collection of useful soflware for commencing
students, and instructions for connecting to the ECU modem pool.

The system was developed using Macromedia Director7 on 04 Macintosh machines, and was
intended to run on all platforms. 14,000 CDs were produced and posted to all external and
commencing students.
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Chapter 4. Conducting the Evaluation
This chapter describes both the approach and the process followed for testing the methodology
described above by applying it to the case study, EduKit2000. A detailed description of the
processes, tools and procedures is provided, including guidelines for the use of each of the
processes and instruments selected.

4.1.

Evaluation Plan

Summative evaluation is evaluation done after software design and production is complete in
order to "establish its performance and properties." (Draper, 1997, I 03). The tools and
methodology used for the evaluation must therefore investigate what the desired outcomes of the
software are, and seek to provide guidelines for improving performance.

4.1.1.

Approach

It is crucial for an institution to learn whether or not its informational/educational system is

fulfilling the needs of the end-user, and of the institution itself. The approach to the evaluation
and th~ methodology followed depended on a number of factors, which include:
}.>-

the length of time eannarked for the project

}.>-

the type of product being evaluated

~

the particular issues being investigated - (interface design, navigational structure, scope and
content)

}.>-

the goals and purpose of the product (educational, promotional, public relations, financial)

»-

the target audience

~

the available budget

4.1.2.

Methods

The methods of inquiry that were undertaken were determined by the particular issues being
investigated and evaluated, and an analysis based on an in-depth, critical review of the available
literature pertaining to previous research in this area.
The choice of data collection methods depended not only on the questions that needed to be
answered but also on logistical factors. These include the time frame available to carry out the
evaluation, the availability of expertise, access to equipment and end users, and cost
effectiveness.
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4.1.3.

Scope of Evaluation

As outlined above, the extent to which the interface design, interactivity and navigational
structure, scope, content and overall functionality of EduKit2000 support the goals and purpose of
the CD as intended by the designers and the their sponsors (these goals arc outlined in section
3, I ) was eval uatcd.

It must be noted that due to the enormous size of this product it was not feasible to examine and
evaluate every individual page. For this reason, a few of the key areas have been identified, which
are considered to be representative of the total CD and the evaluation was limited to these
sections only. The results of an analysis of the selected areas was considered representative of the
standing of the CD in gene,:al. Since the purpose of the evaluation was primarily to test the
methodology, rather than the product, this will not affect the final outcome of this research.
The areas that were chosen for evaluation, as described above are:
};,,

Navigational structure

};,,

Interface design

>

Quality of content matter

};,,

Scope

};,,

Overall functionality

4.2.

Evaluation Strategy

The following is a description of the strategy that was adopted to implement the use of each one
of the evaluation tools selected for our case study.

4.2.1.

Questionnaire

The purpose of using a questionnaire was to evaluate interface design, quality of content and
scope, as described above. For this reason, it was designed to return data primarily related to these
areas of inquiry, using a total of 17 questions. Personal details of the users, computer skills and
hardware assets were also considered important data to collect, to establish a framework for
analysing the returned material. Legibility and style were the main features of interface design to
be assessed and questions were designed to obtain that data. Quality, particularly accuracy, of the
UJaterial presented was assessr.d by referring respondents to specific sections for feedback.
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Pilot study

Before the final questionnaire could be printed and included with the packaging, it was necessary
to test the final drull by conducting a pilot study. This was done to avoid the expense of having to
reprint nnd re-mail a large number of copies should errors be detected, or to attempt lo change
questions later. The pilot study was conducted by sending the questionnaire draft to IO members
of the stakeholders' committee, which had collected, collated and provided the content material
that the university wished lo include in the CD. These were all Edith Cowan University staff
members, and very proficient with computer use. The object of the test was exclusively to
evaluate content quality and format of the proposed questionnaire. The original draft was
designed with the specific objective of obtaining the most useful possible data back to the
developers in order to improve the product, and specifically addressed areas relating to interface
design, content quality and scope.
As a result of the Pilot study, a number of changes were made to the original draft of the
questionnaire before it was finally printed, packaged and distributed. These included some
changes of wording, the omission of a "fax-back" option, more personal data from users, and
changes in the layout and presentation of the questionnaire questions.
The final changes were first approved by the university, and 14,000 copies of the questionnaire
were printed.
Implementation

The tear-away questionnaire form was deliberately made as an awkward appendage to the CD
packaging, to encourage people to tear it away, and hopt!fully to post it back. Return postage was
prepaid by the university in order to maximise the number of returned questionnaires. The final
version of the questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix I (Tools and Templates, Q11estion11aire.)
The questionnaire was part of the packaging of the CD, and was sent to all commencing and
external students by post at the beginning of Semester 2/2000. Extra copies were made available
to all other students of Edith Cowan University at the mega/ab on each campus.
Processing of questionnaire data

56 questionnaire responses were returned in time for this study, representing a 0.4% response
rate. The data from the returned questionnaires was qualitatively and quantitatively recorded. This
involved the systematic analysis of each questionnaire, recording all pertinent details.
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The qunlitativc data, i.e. the comments provided, were all summarised into a master list for each
question. From this record it was possible to produce a list of both positive and negative critiques
of the product.
The quantitatiw.! data, which included the personal details of the respondents, i.e. their age,
gender, computer proficienc1 and mode of study, plus the likert Scale responses to the questions,
were statistically computed to provide a view of the spread of results that were achieved
throughout all of the evaluations.

4.2.2.

Expert Review

The expert review was primarily aimed at evaluating interactivity/navigational structure, content
quality and scope of the infonnation provided on the system. Four highly qualified, professional
multimedia developers who are also faculty staff of the School of Communications and
Multimedia were recruited as the experts for conducting the heuristic expert review. Because they
themselves were potential end users of the product and well acquainted with the content material,
their assessment more accurately pinpointed errors and omissions.
Guidelines

To ensure consistent data were produced from each of the experts who were conducting the
heuristic expert evaluation, guidelines were created. The guidelines were designed so that all of
the experts evaluated all of the targeted aspects of the CD and that no aspect of the product was
overlooked by any evaluator. It is standard practice in conducting heuristic evaluations to utilise a
set of guideIi nes aimed at standardising procedures and areas of investigation.
To assist in focusing the scope of the heuristic evaluation, the guidelines created addressed two
main areas, the design of the navigational structure and the quality of the content, since these
were the areas identified by this research as being best evaluated by an expert review. The
navigational is.:iUes addressed were:

.> The cognitive load (mental stress imposed) the site created for the user.

>

Whether the site had effective mapping and the user was always aware of where they where
in the site.

>

Whether the help system and its structure was useful and effective.

>

Whether the speed at which a user could navigate was appropriate.

>
>
>

Whether the organisation of the content was logical and appropriate.
Whether the site had effective and useful cross-referencing.
Whether manoeuvrability throughout the site was consistent.
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The accuracy and integrity of the content (as well as an assessment of scope) was c.valuatcd by
the experts using a geographical site-map of' the CD, listing and locating all the content material
that required testing. Both the guidelines developed for the use of the experts and the site map

or

1hc CD\ content mau..:r arc shown below and arc included in the Tools and Templates appendix.

Guidelines were also created for the interfw..:e evaluation. These guidelines included:

>" the general 'look and feel' of the interface.
>" The cognitive load that the interface would create and if this would be acceptable for an
inexperienced user.

>

Whether the metaphors were appropriate to a wide range of users.

>" Whether the interface was consistent throughout the web site.
>" Whether the text was legible and

>

If the use of media was appropriate.

These guidelines are reproduced in Appendix 1 (Tools and Templates, Guidelines For Expert
Review Of Edukit2000.)

The experts were also provided with a copy of the geographical location of the areas requiring
testing for accuracy of content material. This was identical to that provided to the end users for
testing, and is also presented in Appendix I (Tools and Templates).

Processing of Expert Review data

The heuristic expert review consisted of our four in-house experts, and a statistical presentation of
the data obtained was not considered useful. Data returned was processed and compared
qualitatively, then inserted in a grid to highlight areas of concurrence between the four reports
received.
Summary of Expert Review process

This process rendered a large amount of valuable data. and was conducted relatively quickly.
Because experts were participating on a volunteer basis, the timelinc was left flexible resulting in
some delays in returning all the data. However, most experts were able to submit reports within a
week of receiving guidelines. No other problems were encountered in implementing the heuristic
expert review. The amount of time each expert actually devoted to the review process was left
discretionary for each expert, and was estimated as ranging between two and six hours.
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4.2.3.

User Testing

User tes1ing aimed primarily at returning data about interface design and navigational structure.
Graphic design in the packaging of the CD was also included in the areas for evaluation by users.
Because the product targeted mainly Ist year students, it was decided to conduct user testing on a
sample or that population. However it was important to use students who had some skills and
ex pericncc in eva 1uat ing multimedia, so a whole cl ass of Ist year Intcrac ti vc Mu Iti mcd ia st udc nts
were requested to evaluate the CD as part of their unit training in Software Evaluation. By
establishing a classroom environment for the testing, results were optimised by c'1surir,g
functioning hardware and sotlware, technical assistance and tutor guidance. 10 stuJents
completed the evaluation, using a tool broadly modelled on Reeves' (1993) "Dimensions". This is
a user-rating tool using a Likert rating mechanism. It was accompanied by a set of guidelines
similar to the ones provided for the experts (Appendix I, Tools and Templates.)
Tool and Guidelines

The guidelines chosen here wen: broad, general indications used to insure that all important
aspects of the CD were critiqued. Reviewers were told to go beyond what a typical checklist
would require. Because this was a qualitative evaluation, they were asked to write as much as
necessary in response to each questicn. A checklist was provided to map all the geographical
areas of the CD that needed to be visited and evaluated.
The guidelines and rating instrument used for user testing are presented in Appendix I (Tools and
Templates, Guidelines and Rating Instrument for User Testing.)

A time limit was set on the evaluation (the scheduled time length of the class), and users were
permitted to collaborate and to seek assistance from the tutor, both in understanding the concepts
and performing the evaluation.
Processing of User Testing data

The data returned from the User Testing rating tool was treated and processed in exactly the same
way as that returned from the Expert Review. Graphical representations of the Likert scale
responses returned from the rating tool used were created, and written input from users was
recorded and analysed.
User Testing Process

Because of the vo 1untary basis of user participation, only a relatively smal I num her of users could
participate in testing. The session was scheduled with their course coordinator to coincide with
one seminar session (2 hours), however since these are not compulsory, some students may have
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hurriedly completed the rating tool with little observation of the sonwarc. Also, the number of
participants was limited to those who turned up to class on that day. No other problems were
encountered with user testing.

4.2.4.

Observation of Novices

Audit trail observation of novices was conducted using Lotus ScreenCam software, which records
all user activity (mouse clicks. cursor moves, keyboard use and even verbal comments). The

addition of Lotus ScreenCam to the evaluation has been a very useful part of user testing. As the
navigation methods that respondents use are an important part of this usability evaluation, this
needed to be observed and investigated. Human observation of users would consume vast
amounts of time, money and would require the training of observers, as well as influencing
responses by the physical presence of the evaluator. Lotus Screen Cam was therefore employed to
do this (with guaranteed electronic accuracy}, as well as recording any verbal comments users

made into the microphone. To ensure that all data gathered by lotus ScreenCam was consistent, a
document was created to advise evaluators on how to conduct the session. It was establish1:d that
the candidate would be advised that their movements on screen would be recorded for further

evaluation and that an audio recording of their verbal comments would also be conducted. It was
decided to advise the respondents of what was happening so that they were not apprehensive or
nervous.
Upon completion of the Observations, all of the comments that users had made during the Lotus
ScreenCam recording where entered into the Session Coordination Observation Forms.

As Lotus ScreenCam also creates a video recording of a user's movements, this information was
analysed using a fonn that was created for this task 1• Th is Lotus ScreenCam analysis tool gathers
data about how effective the navigation of the web site is. It allows evaluators to compare
infonnation such as:
), The number of mouse clicks to complete a task.
}>

The methods that where used to complete a task.

}>

The way in which the user navigated

:Ji;,,

Where any difficulties occurred and

}>

the time it took to complete all the tasks.

The implementation of the aud1 t trai I observation was conducted in several stages, each of which
is described below:
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Creation of list of tasks for novices to perform.
The list of tasks was carefully selected to enable testing of a wide range of features, as well as
covering a geographically lnrge area of the CD. Users were exrcctcd to penetrate several layers of
navigational strudurc as well as to discover the optimum method of navlgat[on and search. There
was no time limit set for completion, to impose minimum stress on the participants.

The task list form prcse11tcd to participants is shown ln Appendix l (Tools and Templates, Novice

User Tasks.)

Creation of release forms
All participants were asked to sign a release fonn allowing the copyright-free use of all material
recovered from the session. The reasons for this were explained to each participant. This form
constitutes one of the documents in the Tools and Templates appendix.

Preparation of guidelines
Guidelines were set for the evaluators (in this case only myself), in order to standardise the
returned data. These are reproduced in the Tools and Templates appendix, and are summarised
below. It was important to specify how much help, if any, participants would receive from the
evaluators. It was established that help would only be offered in the case of participants becoming
unable to proceed further with the tasks.

The general conditions of the testing environment (room, atmosphere, desktop condition,
accessories provided, etc.) were established, as well as the procedures and human interaction
b1.:tween the novice and the session coordinator. Instructions were given to evaluators to verbally
explain the process before requiring novices to sign release forms. The guidelines also contained
indications on how much assistance could be given to users, and at which point, as well as how to
make a record of the session. Finally, evaluators were informed how to debrief participants after

the test and how to end the session.

Recruiting novices
IO computer novices were all recruited. all Edith Cowan University students with little or no
computer skills. No age, gender, faculty or other criteria were applied to the selection of

participants.
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Implementation of Audit Observratlons

I. Installation ofsoflware on work stations
An educational version of Lotus ScreenCam was installed on the system intended for the

observation. All other unnecessary icons were removed from the desktop, the computer system's
resources were optimized and the Lotus ScreenCam icon and controls clearly placed and
identified.
2.

Preparation of environment

The observation environment was prepared in accordance with the guidelines shown in the Tools
and Templates appendix. A clean, cool, ventilated room was provided, as well as writing
materials, soft background music and a hot drink.
Signing release forms
Participants were verbally explained the implications and significance of the observation before

3.

being asked to sign the release forms.
Pe,forming the observation
A form was prepared to assist evaluators during the Audit trail observation session. This tool is

4.

included in Appendix I (Tools and Templates, Questionnaire.)
Debriefing the user
Finally, participants were debriefed after they finished (or abandoned) the session. This was a

5.

brief (five minute) friendly chat, aimed at identifying any problems with the conduct of the
observation session, rather than about the CD evaluated. Notes were taken by the evaluator, and
appended to the Session Coordinator Observation Form.
6.

Analysing returned data

The analysis of the Lotus ScreenCam results involved viewing all the Lotus ScreenCam movie
files and assessing what the users actually did when they were navigating the site. Statistics were
drawn from these observations, which include whether or not the user used the buttons on the top
toolbar, how many mouse nclicks" it took the user to find the informatinn they were after, and
how long it took the user to complete the tasks overall.
Verbal comments made by the user were automatically recorded by Lotus ScreenCam. These
were later transcribed into the observation forms. Finally, all this data was summarised to provide
further recommendations for improving the product. The form used to record this data is included
in the Tools and Templates appendix, and consists ofan analysis of
1. the number of clicks to find the results
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2. the methods used to locate information (home, toolbar, help facility, search facility, FAQ,
automatic paging, back button, scrolling)
3. the timt! it took to complete the tasks

4. the sections the users got noticeably confused in, and why
5.

did the user go home between tasks or did they use the tool bar to move between sections?

6. did the user need to use the zoom option?

7. the users general impressions/comments about the task and their interaction with the CD
8. Spontaneous comments

Because observation of novices was aiming particularly at evaluating navigational structure,
interactivity and scope, the information listed above aimed at identifying problems in these areas.
Summary of Novice Observation Process

Novice observation was conducted over a large period of time because of the difficulties
encountered in adjusting to individuals' schedules, as well as the problems related to installing
Lotus ScreenCam software on more than one machine. The highest degree of flexibility was
finally achieved by installing the software on a laptop computer, which could thr;n be transported
to the location most convenient to each novice.
No time restrictions were applied, and novice users took between 15 and 35 minutes to complete
the ten tasks.
Conducting the tests was laborious and time consuming, yet yielded a large volume of valuable
data. Work on novice observation spanned a period of six weeks.
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Chapter 5. Results and Discussion
This chapter describes in detail the results of applying the methodology to the case study. The
processed data is prnsented in graphic and textual forms, with a description of the implications of
each group of results, as well as a discussion of the processes involved in analysing the data.
Sample user comments arc provided for ii lustrntion, but the totality of returned user comments is
not pertinent to this research and is not presented here.
Evaluating a multimedia product is usually done in one of two ways: qualitative or quantitative.
Both methods arc effective but if used separately may not gather enough information to
adequately evaluate the product. When combined, a more meaningful interpretation of the
returned data can be made.
Quantitative results

Those results returned by the questionnaire that are provided as simple yes/no results were
compiled and appropriate statistics obtained and provide-cl as a clear explanation of the findings.
Statistical data was also produced describing, gender, age and bio-data distribution. Likert
responses were amalgamated, and values such as mean, mode, and standard distribution were
derived.
Qualitative results

The heuristic expert evaluation results and those from the user testing were transcribed and
compiled then compared to form a list of recommendations for the product's owners (the
University) to review and ac.t upon as they see fit.
Evaluation

The results from the heuristic expert evaluation were compiled and compared to determine if
there were common themes appearing from the four experts' evaluation of the site. The results
collected from the questionnaire were compiled mathematically and analysed in comparison with
researched results where appropriate. Data returned from the user evaluation sessions and the
novice user audit trail observations where also processed to produce further information, and an
overall evaluation was synthesised using the data returned from the four processes. When
compiled, the results provided a clear indication as to what recommendations were appropriate
for the EduKit2000 CD.
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5.1.

Presentation of findings/results

This section discusses the information returned on the EduKit2000 system. The findings and
results of the evaluation are presented in a graphical format consisting of a series of graphs (pie,
bar, line, etc) accompanied by a set of recommendations 'for changes to the CD, which are
substantiated by the findings of the evaluation.

5.1.1.

Questionnaire Responses

Fifty six responses were received to the questionnaire. The results from the questionnaire have
been broken down and graphical representations of the results can be seen following. Figure 2.
shows the distribution of the study modes of questionnaire respondents.

Full time
19%

- Postgraduate
10%

external

52%

Figure 2.

Study Mode of Questionnaire Respondents

Because the CD was sent exclusively to external and commencing students (the representative
sample population that it was intended to test), a large proportion of the respondents were
external students. Only 10% of respondents were postgraduates, which was to be expected since
very few of these would need the resources presented in EduKit2000.
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Figure 3. shows the age distribution of questionnaire respondents.

Age Distribution
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Figure 3.

Age Distribution

As anticipated, the age distribution reflected the age of commencing students through the entire
university population, i.e. mostly between 20 and 30 years.

Figure 4. shows the gender distribution of questionnaire respondents.

Gender Distribution

Male
48%

Female
52%

Figure 4.

Gender Distribution

The gender distribution closely resembles that of the entire student population of Edith Cowan
University, i.e. a higher number offemales.
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Figure 5. shows the computer skills of questionnaire respondents.
Computer Skills

Basic
21%

Advanced
32%

Adequate
47%

Figure 5.

Computer Skills

Most respondents claimed adequate computer skills. This is consistent with the profile of the
general student population.

Figure 6. shows the hardware and software assets of questionnaire respondents.
Computer System

PowerMac

Mac
6%
in95

10%

12%

Figure 6.

Computer system

As anticipated, the hardware and software assets of respondents spanned a wide spectrum. This
is important to the evaluation as data returned from testing on a wide range of systems provides
the best information to evaluators.

Figures 7 to 23 show the distribution of responses to the EduKit2000 related questions in the
questionnaire.
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Question 1
SD
5%

A

67'%

Figure 7.

EduKit2000 is a useful service provided by ECU

A summary of user comments indicates that although much of the content is available online it
is convenient to have it in one compact package. An analysis of results suggests that although an
overwhelming majority of respondents a;Weed with the question (67% + 9%), with only 10% in
total disagreeing, 5% did not answer this question and another 5% thought it inapplicable. Most
users considered the product useful.

Question 2

D

SA

10%

10%

A
80%

Figure 8.

It is well presented and attractive

The questionnaire was especially used to test user attitudes to interface design. Clearly the data
returned from this question unequivocally demonstrates that the end users liked the interface.
However some problems were noted: 25% of respondents felt that the icons on the interface did
not represent the services they stood for. The summary of user comments reveals that some
icons were more representative than others. This indicates that some icons do not really work
very well if their function is to inform users.
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Question 3
D
5%

NIA
18%

SA
14%

A
63%

Figure 9.

The text was easy to read

77% of respondents found the text clear and legible, and only one respondent thought the text
was ''perhaps a little small". All others though it clear and easy to read. This would seem to
suggest, that the current text size is adequate. A number of respondents were older people with
eyesight problems and they still found the screens legible (with their glasses on).

Legibility is a prime concern for developers of informational/educational systems. With only
5% disagreeing with this question, the product can be seen as successful from this point of view,
perhaps because of the "Magnify" feature built into it's interface.
Question 4

D

SA

5%

24%

A

71%

Figure 10. You were able to navigate easily through EduKit2000

With a total of 95% of respondents satisfied with the navigation mechanisms (usually one of the
biggest problems with systems of this complexity), these can be seen as effective and easy to
use. To summarise user comments: Most users found it 'easy' to see where they were and where
they wanted to go. Many did not have a clear idea of their location but they still managed to
navigate. Three users suggested more obvious use of headings or icons to let you know what
sections you were in. The percentage of users who felt orientated is very high. Users should be
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able to recognise where they are, by looking at the current page. They should not need to recall
their path from the homepage. Clearly navigation was not a problem to users;

Question 5
N/A
5%

D
23%

A

72%

Figure 11. The "FIND" function was useful

Because the "Find" function could only '''find" a finite number of items, users were either very
happy when they found what they wanted, or very unhappy when thy didn't. 72% of users agree
that the find facility was useful, 5% had no opinion or did not use it, and 23% found the search
facility to be of little use.

A summary of user comments suggests that some users did not know that there was a search
facility available. Many of those who used it found it did not recognise the word they had typed
- nor did it provide further help or suggestions. Some felt that not enough information was
provided when a search was successful~ it only provided the link to a page.
~

It is difficult to know if the search facility is adequate at this point. The evaluation indicated
I

that it was reliable but limited- when it didn't work it was useless, and when it did work it was
very good. A greater effort needs to be made to maintain this important facility. The fact that it
was not used much indicates that users are able to locate their information using the menu
system.
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Question 6
D
N/A gOfo

A
82%

Figure 12. The collection of software was useful
Users commented that some games did not install properly, and there was disappointment at the
quality of some games. Most comments indicated that the software was considered useful. An
analysis of the responses indicates that a very large majority of respondents thought the
software provided was useful. Those who responded NIA probably represent those who had not
yet needed to download any of the software. This coincides with the results of the user testing,
which rated content higher than any other feature.

Question 7
N D
5% 9%

SA
9%

A
77%

Figure 13. The course information was useful

Users commented that more information on specific units was needed, including previous class
averages and exams, assessment details, etc. Here again, only a very small minority found the
course information not to be useful.
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Question 8
D

A
72%

Figure 14. The services infonnation was useful

Most respondents considered the services section useful, with only a total of 10% disagreeing.
Question 9

SA
18%

D

A
55%

Figure 15. The lifestyle section was useful

User comments suggested that more descriptions of clubs and societies, services such as the
'

cafeteria, bar, etc. are required. A substantial proportion did not find this section useful. This
data coincides with other data returned about the lifestyle section. Because of the small volume
of content available on the CD that relates to student lifestyle, many respondents did not find
enough information to provide them with a complete description oflifestyle issues.
Question 10

SD
9%

NIA
5%

SA
9%

D
27%

A
36%

N
14%

Figure 16. The modem pool/remote access instructions were useful
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User comments suggested that animated demos would be useful. Generally, responses to this
question provided very useful information, especially since connecting to the modem pool was
seen by the developers as one of the prime objectives of the product, as described above. At
least 19% of respondents did not address this question, ,either because they were already
connected or had not yet tried to connect. Of those who did, almost half encountered problems
with the connection instructions provided by the CD.
Question 11

A
17%
N/A
53%

N

SD

26%

4%

Figure 17. The library information was useful

There were no user comments in response to this question. An analysis of returned data
indicates that because of the very large number ofN/A responses most users did not attempt to
use the library information. This could be because the questionnaire was completed too early in
the academic semester, or because the very large proportion of external students have no interest
in library information.

Question 12
SD
D

9%

SA
5%

A
23%

Figure 18. The "HELP" function was useful

Users commented that the page is too cluttered; cursor error on rollover and content is limited.

As with the "search" function, this feature of the product was only programmed to provide help
with a finite number of potential problems. Not all conceivable help is available, which explains
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why a large 23% disagree with the question. A total of 23% of respondents did not however
need to use it.

Question 13
N/A
14%

SD

A
45%

18%
5%

N
18%

Figure 19. Software from the collection installed correctly

A huge total of 32% had not yet tried installing software from the collection. However, of those
who did, more than two thirds found it installed correctly.
Question 14

D
14%

SD

SA

5%

18%

N
14%

A
49%

Figure 20. The videos played correctly

Some users commented that the video didn't work, was boring, jerky, slow-loading. The wide
range of responses received here was anticipated. They reflect the varying levels of
sophistication of the hardware assets of the student population. Those possessing highly
advanced multimedia technology clearly had fewer problems viewing videos. Those students
with more basic computer systems will be represented by the 19% who experienced difficulties.
Better video compression is required.
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Question 15
A
17%

N/A
53%

SA

SD
4%

Figure 21. You successfully connected to the ECU Modem Pool

43% of respondents successfully connected to the modem pool using these instructions. Again,
the large proportion of NIA responses reflects those users who did not attempt to use
EduKit2000 to connect to the modem pool. This could be either because they were already
connected or had not yet attempted to· connect at the time of completing the questionnaire.
However, of those who did attempt 81 % were successful.

Question 16
SA
5%

A
95%

Figure 22. EduKit should continue to be designed and developed by students

Users commented that only students could understand the needs and interests of other students.
This was the only question in the questionnaire that received 100% favourable responses.
Clearly there is overwhelming student support for the concept of having the product developed
by students.
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Question 17

A

NIA

N

53%

SD
4%

Figure 23.

You printed off many documents

An analysis shows that the large number of N/A responses indicates that more than three
quarters of the respondents had not yet tried to print any documents from the CD. This is
because of the timeframe at which the questionnaire was completed. Assignment cover sheets
and other forms would be in demand at a'later time in the academic semester.
Summary of Questionnaire findings
As can be seen from the graphic data presented above, most of the feedback received from the
questionnaire was positive. Although it is understandable that students will react positively to
the free gift of an informational/educational system, and that responses are likely to be
positively skewed, the overwhelming positive experience described by students through the
questionnaire indicates that the product has been reasonably successful in achieving its objective
of appealing to the student population.

Areas of concern expressed by users have been identified, but generally reflect a very good
product with few systemic bugs or instructional failures. Problems need to be addressed with
regards to icons, video compression, content integrity and scope. It has been found that many of
these coincided with the results returned from the other processes used for the evaluation.

The questionnaire was intended to provide data on interface design, content quality and scope.
It performed adequately in that function, providing valuable (but little) information about the
software collection and the use of some icons and buttons.
Interface design
The questionnaire data provided information on several design problems, although it generally
reflected satisfaction and approval of layout and graphic design. In particular, some icons were
considered unintuitive by respondents (print, volume, control, etc.).
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An important concern in interface design is the legibility of presented material, and the
questionnaire returns suggest there arc few legibility problems with the product. Questionnaire
datn has therefore proved useful in providing information about specific interface design issues
Content quality

Most of the questions were designed to evaluate the quality of the content. Returned data was ab!e
to pinpoint many areas where the content quality was lacking, such as information on clubs and
societies, library access and modem pool instructions. Conversely, where content quality was
adequate (e.g. the software collection), the data provided that information to evaluators.
Scope

The scope of the CD and of many of its component features (search and help facilities, software
collection, etc.) were adequately evaluated in the returned data, many respondents concurring in
their written comments. The questions relating to scope (e.g. Which sections were useful? Was
the product useful? Etc.) successfully highlighted scope issues in the product.
The biggest problem encountered with the questionnaire process was the very low level of
response (0.4%). However the real value of questionnaire data is when it is applied to a large
proportion of the user population, and this was not the case.
A full transcription of all comments has been done and recorded in a database file, for the use of
future developers.

5.1.2.

Expert Review

The expert review was intended to evaluate interface design, overall functionality and quality of
content. It has however also provided valuable data about scope, navigation and interactivity.
Reports from the four experts selected for the expert evaluation were analysed and interpreted.
Common trends were noted as well as multiple references to particular issues, bugs, problems or
advantages. Because the guidelines provided to the ~xperts identified the areas of inquiry to be
addressed, this made it easy to compare the experts1 reports on the basis of these areas. A tool was
also provided to the experts to ::onduct the testing. This Testing Sheet or Review Log is
reproduced in the Tools and Templates appendix. It allows testers to identify and describe
problems, then recommend changes.
Each expert's report was processed to provide data on the areas requiring evaluation, and these are
presented below:
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Expert 1

In tcruct iv ity/Nuviga tionn I Structure
I . Mapping and men! aI model of the product arc problemat ic;al.

2. Cursor rollovers are required
3. Good nrnncuvcrability and navigational ense

4. 1-ligh cognitive load
5. Cross~rcforcncing may be confusing

Interface Design

I. Good engagement quality
2. Low cognitive load
3. Many Windows metaphors used which could confuse Macintosh users
4. Good legibility, especially with zooming
5. Background colours too strong
6. Interface should resize to monitor preferences
7. Volume control icon not intuitive
Quality of Content

I. "Fun" software may be unnecessal)'
2. Only three Clubs and Societies presented
Overall Functionality

I. Error in playing video on some platforms
Expert 2

Interactivity/Navigational Structure

1. Remove inactive 11 back" and "forward" arrows
Interface Design

I. Window defaults to middle of screen

2. Good main Menu page
3. Too much scrolling needed
4. Paging metaphor not clear
5. More chunking of text
6. Not all icons intuitive or consistent (print, volume, etc.)
7. Rollovers and cursor changes on all active links
Quality of Content

I. Software list should be presented immediately as a list
Scope
t . Software area should be more intuitively accessible
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Overall Functionality
I. Slow startup, may require a "wait message or progress bar

2. Slow navigation
3. Slow scrolling
Expert 3

Interactivity/Navigation ul Structure

1. Avoid menu animation for each change of section
2. Pop-ups do not always disappear
Interface Design
I.

Engaging interface, good design

2. Close button on right of screen could confuse Macintosh users
3. Volume control icon not intuitive, also zoom icon
4. Backgrounds a little to strong
5. Cursor changes not all accurate
Quality of Content

1. Good use of multicultural images
2. Omissions in Credits page
3. Games are of low quality
Scope

L IndicJJ.te length of time video runs
2. Paging not intuitive
Overall Functionality

I. Video: logo pixelates on zoom-out
2. Find option needs to prompt user to use "enter11
3. Slow loading
4. Slow scrolling
Expert4

Interactivity/Navigational Structure

1. Cross-referencing may be confusing
2. Enhancing the nav path and maybe making it clickable could probably be used whilst page
indicators could be removed
3. Poor mapping

4. Quit screen is confusing. There should be a message saying "Are you sure you want to quit?"
5. The text menus used are often indistinguishable from the main body text
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6. Back function (next to lind) means back to a previous text content section but does not
include the navigntion from the home page ... buck should cvcnllmlly get you to the main
menu.
Interface Design

I. The general look and feel of the CD is of a high standard
2. Poor multimedia mix
3. Choice of some text colours and backgrounds negatively affect readability
4. Cursor changes on rollover
5. Icons seem oddly selected and arc not really distinctive to their function. For example; links

looks like a phone, printing and audio icons arc oversimplified
6. Text should be anti-aliased
7. Packaging graphic design incompatible with CD graphic design

8. Skip video button needs to be a button and needs to be anti-aliased
9. Minimise and quit buttons need to be labelled
Quality of Content

l. More synthesising, reducing and reformatting of text for readability, the shear volume of text
contained within the system
2. Poor image quality (low level JPEGs)
3. Violation of both the Quicklime and the Macromedia licensing agreements here, a screen is
needed which is displayed for at least four seconds on quit showing respective logos.
Scope

I. More multimedia content should be used for instructional purposes, e.g. demos, animations,
interactions
2. Probably too much content
Overall Functionality

I. Slow scrolling
2. Video poorly compressed and slow loading
3. As a CD product the interactions provided could have been enhanced and made more visually
and instructionally stimulating
4. Menu options work on mouse down rath~r than mouse up
5. FAQ: a Iot of questions presented in a form to lose the novice ... may be questions at the top,
hyperlinked to the answer below, this would avoid painful scrolling
6, Campus maps don't work ... clicking on buildings does not tell you what the building is.

Summary of Expert Review
A summary of the experts• reports has been represented in grid format and is presented below:
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Table 5.1 Summary of expert results
Area

Expert 2

Expert 3

Expert4

lnteractivi Mapping

Remove inactive

Avoid menu

Cross-referencing confusing

ty/Naviga Cursor rollovers

"back" and

animation for each

Page indicators could be

tional

Good

"forward" arrows

~hange of section

removed

Structure

maneuverability and

Pop-ups

navigational ease

always disappear

Expert 1

do

not Poor mapping
Quit screen is confusing.

High cognitive load

Text menus

Cross-referencing

indistinguishable from text

confusing

Back function does not

r .·

home
Interface

Good engagement

Window defaults to

Engaging interface

Good look and feel

Design

quality

middle of screen

Good design

Poor multimedia mix

Low cognitive toad

Good main Menu

Close button on

Poc,r choice of some text

Many Windows

Too much scrolling

right of screen

colours and backgrounds

metaphors

Paging metaphor

could confuse

Cursor changes on rollover

Good legibility, with

not clear

Macintosh users

Text should be anti-aliased

zooming

More chunking of

Volume control,

Packaging graphic design

Background colours

text

zoom icon icons

incompatible with CD

too strong

Jeans not Intuitive

not intuitive

Skip video button

Interface should

or consistent (print,

Backgrounds too

Minimise and quit buttons

resize

volume, etc.)

strong

labelled

Volume

icon

intuitive

not Ro 11 overs

and Cursor changes not

cursor changes on all accurate
all active links

Quality of "Fun" software

Software contents Good use of

Content

should be a list

More synthesising, reducing

multicultural

and reformatting of text Poor

Only 3 Clubs and

images

image quality (low level

Societies

Omissions in

JPEGs)

Credits

Violation of Quicklime and

Low quality games

Macromedia licensing

unnecessary

agreements
Scope

Indicate length of

More multimedia for

time video runs

instructional purposes, e.g.

Paging not intuitive

demos, animations,
interactions
Too much content

Overall

Error in playing video Slow startup

Video: logo

Slow scrolling

Function

Requires a ''wait

plxelates on zoom-

Video poorly compressed

ality

mes:iage or

out

and slow loading

progress bar

Slow loading

Menu options should work

Slow navigation

Slow scrolling

on mouse up

Stow scromng

FAQ: reformat
Campus maps don't work
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The grid above cleurly demonstrntes that the experts concur on most of the issues they have
addressed, with some problem areas being identilied by all four experts (such as the Volume
Control and Print icons, the scrolling speed, etc.)
To summarise the expert review, the general look and foci of the CD is considered of a high
standard. The model used in the development is based upon a text-oriented delivery of
information rather than any use of higher-level interactive content, very much in the model of a
simple web site delivered in CD.
The interface design and information model selected, white able to deliver a large amount of
information to the end user does not always assist comprehension or clarity ot' the information
presented. The end result is much like a book that has been put onto a CD, with few images or
supporting media to may make the content understandable or digestible to the wide range of often
techno-illiterate users.
From an instructional design perspective, more effort needs to be put into synthesising, reducing
and reformatting for read abi Ii ty, because of the shear volume of text contained within the system.
Most screens of content are essentially text files with limited formatting and few hyperlinks.
Icons are not really distinctive to their function. For example: !inks, printing and audio icons are
oversimplified. These issues increase the cognitive load especially for the novice user (the target
audience).
With regard to legibility, selections in the area of text size and colour (especially in relation to
background images) make the content difficult to negotiate at times. Examples of these issues are:

> dark blue text on complicated backgrounds,
> small typeface size in menus,
> non-anti~aliased text
> and awkward alignment.
Video has been poorly compressed and plays back in an awkward, jerky fashion. Some images
are blocky, demonstrating the same edge effects and blurring that take place when JPEG images
are saved over multiple generations. Given the delivery medium is CD not NET, higher graphics
and multimedia quality should be developed.
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Multimedia could have been used in a more complete way to enhance the content and to explain
some or the more complicated clements in a way which is more visual. Fer example, connecting
to the remote ncccss system could have been done with something other than text. The use of
cursor changing on rollover and 'hot' text clements would have enhanced the interaction
provided.
Navigation is clear and well-organised when navigating between major sections and finding
content.
A reassessment is necessary however of the following navigation tools:

:i> Navigation Path indicator (top left)
:.i-'

Back button

:i> Find Option
:.i-'

Forward and back options for multiple linear pages

:i> Page x of y indicator
:i> Hypr:rlinks

The overall effect is to produce an information system in which the user can quickly get lost. The
combination of "page x of y" and the nav path indicator is a little awkward, especially with
sections containing 200+ pages. Enhancing the nav path and maybe making it clickable could
probably be used whilst page indicators could be removed.
The relatively consistent colour scheme and look and feel all lend themselves to an impression of
being highly generic, no real visual cues exist within the content to indicate which section you are
in. This is a feature of the book metaphor used throughout the product. Mapping needs to be
clearer so that users are not 'lost'.
The content is mostly relevant, appropriate, comprehensive and useful, though its presentation
and navigation could be improved.
Programming of the product is generally well executed with all major sections working efficiently
according to specifications. The main usability issue is the slow scrolling speed of the text
elements, this can make navigating the CD content, which is almost exclusively text based,
painful.
As a CD product the interactions provided could have been enhanced and made more visually and
instructionally stimu Jating.
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Package design and implementation is beautiful and well constructed. The major problem with
the package is that its look and feel is incompatible with that of the CD

interface. The visual

style, typefaces, logos and graphics on the CD are different from those on the package. The
packaging should reflect the visual design of the actual product being packaged.

The expert review was intended to evaluate interface design, overall functionality and quality of
content. It has proved to be the most effective process at achieving its objectives, providing
critical information in these areas of the software. Major and minor flaws in the system were
identified, indicating that the tool

was

an appropriate choice for evaluating the three areas

described above. The expert review has also provided very useful information about the other
two areas (interactivity/navigational structure and scope).

5.1.3. Observation of Novices
The Lotus ScreenCam statistics show how the user interacted with the CD; the interactions have
been broken down into three areas. The first area shows how many clicks it took the user to
complete each task that was set, the second shows how long it took to complete all 10 tasks and
the third area shows whether or not the bottom toolbar was bein~ used.
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Figure 24. Average Number of Clicks

Most users used too many clicks (relative to the optimum number) to find the information.
However this was to be anticipated. Because these were novice computer users, unaware of
elementary navigation techniques, a larger number of mouse clicks was expected. Figure 26.
shows the average number of clicks taken by the user in order to find the information they were
after. The optimum number of clicks for each task is shown. These results show that the perhaps
the information can not be found as obviously as it should be (i.e. the average user may have to
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look in several areas before finding the area they are after.) To get the optimum number the
special facilities (Search, Help, etc.) needed to be used. This also shows that these were not used
or not used effectively.

Time Taken
Average 17 mins
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Figure 25. Time taken to complete tasks
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Figure 26. Use of tool bar and other navigational options

Using the search facility was the most efficient method of obtaining answers to the 10 tasks, yet
only three participants used it. Most questions contained keywords that would yield results
within 2 or 3 clicks using the search facility, which itself was only I click away from the Main
Menu. However the average number of clicks users needed was more than twice that number,
indicating that the search facility, while extremely efficient at yielding results, is not the obvious
choice of navigation mechanism for novice users.
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The results of the analysis of the <lnta obtained <luring the Lotus ScrecnCam Observation or 1O
computer novices revealed the following trends:

a) The toolbar at the bottom of interface:

The feedback indic.itcs that some of the respondents were unaware of this tool bar. Consequently
these people <lid not notice that there was a main menu button and therefore were using the back
button to back main menu. If the user was more than one screen away from main menu then it
would take more than one click to get back.

b) The Search facility:

Of the few people that tried to use the search engine, some failed to derive any benefit from this
facility. Users of this facility tended to be more experienced respondents and therefore had fewer
problems than complete novice users adopting typical styles of navigation. The feedback received
from this observation reveals that the respondents found the terminology used in the questions
was too ambiguous.

c) The Help facility:

The users found the help facility too cluttered and confusing. Users also identified an important
programming bug in the system here: a cursor change on text-box rollover indicates a link, yet the
information boxes are not hyperlinked.
d) Size of the CD:

There was so much information and options available in the CD that some users became easily
confused and/or lost.
e) Verbal Comments:

The respondents were encouraged to talk aloud about their experiences during the observation.
The following comments were typical examples from the users:

>
>
>

Too much content

>
>

Frustrating
Confusing

>

Many users were surprised at the ease with which they completed the tasks.

The pages took too long to download
Don't know what this button does
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The full transcription of all comments has been done and recorded in a database file, for the use
of future developers.

5.1.4.

User Testing

The data returned from user testing was treated and processed in the same way as that returned
from the expert review.

The open question responses returned by the users were transcribed and processed in
conjunction with the extra comments, if any, which were volunteered at the end of the session:
The data returned here is of particular importance as it represents tests conducted on a
representative sample of the user population,

1st year Edith

Cowan University students.

Most users rated the product very highly, in all areas of inquiry. The Likert scale rating tool
used for the evaluation instructed users to rate the product on a scale of 1 to 5, ranging from Bad
to Good, for each area of inquiry. Figure 29 shows the level of user satisfaction with the
software in the five areas of inquiry under evaluation.
Rating level
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Figure 27. Rating level

Summary of comments:
Interface comments

>

volume and print icons difficult to identify

>

very good but video/graphics need upgrading

>

background colour" is not consistent
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)

aimed at target audience

»

CD is pleasing but colour too bright,

>- video takes too long to load
>- sound can be annoying
>I'

scroJling not good, too slow

)>

more pictures

Navigation comments

>I'

recommend change cursor on rollovers

>I'

help is not effective, button should be elsewhere

>I'

better and bigger buttons.

>

Arrows are a problem

Scope comments

>

packaging can be improved

Content comments
>I'

video interviews of students would be useful

>
>
>

more graphics (photos) to support info. e.g. accommodation.
instructions work and content accurate
important points should be highlighted.

Functionality comments

>I'

music slows down users' inputs and responses.

Other Comments

>

a good software, but navigation could be less confusing

>
>
>
>

too much text on each screen
should have lower sound, less stressful.
crashed after viewing the welcome video
should improve icons.

Summary

An analysis of the comments made by the users shows a remarkable similarity to the conclusions
arrived at by the experts. The full transcription of all comments has been done and recorded in a

database file, for the use of future developers.
The information obtained from the integration of the processed and analysed data sourced in the
four processes comprising the methodology was then constructed into a list of recommendations
for improving the productt which are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6. Assessment of Evaluation Methodology
In order to deten11ine whether the methodology that was developed by this research is an effective
tool for the evaluation of informational/educational systems, it was important to compare the
attributes of a good system to that of the system developed. This information was indispcnsablc
for determining what improvements could be brought to the methodology.

6.1.

Attributes of a good methodology

The attributes of a "good" evaluation were derived from an exploration of the evaluation models
developed by previous research and discussed in earlier chapters. These are:

> Ease of use
The evaluation system should be easy to conduct. It should be fast yet accurate in the data
returned. Any logistical problems in conducting the evaluation would impact negatively on the
results obtained, affecting the overall value of the evaluation. Procedures that are too complicated
are more likely to incorrectly be applied, thereby affrrting the accuracy of results.

> Accuracy
The evaluations resulting from the use of the methodology must produce accurate results. These
results should be able to be confirmed by testing outcomes against objectives of the product. All
deficient areas in the product, as well as bugs, weaknesses or omissions should be accurately
pinpointed by an accurate evaluation methodology.

> Efficiency
It should be efficient and cost-effective. An efficient system has got the highest accuracy vs. cost
ratio. No evaluation can be applied to a product if the cost of the evaluation is greater than the
overall benefits derived from possible improvements to the product. However it is important that
enough data, and of the appropriate kind, is returned from the use of the tool to provide a
framework for the effective redevelopment or improvement of the product. The methodology
designed should produce the most effective evaluation of the product at the lowest possible cost
in time, budget and human resources.

> Consensus of data
The various components, instruments or process comprising the methodology should produce
results of a consistent nature. Without delivering duplicate results (which are a waste of
resources) they should identify trends or patterns by triangulating observation data. When several
components of the methodology identify the same problem areas, this consensus of data allows
greater assurance that the results returned are accurate.
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~

Scope of datn gathered

The range of con1puncnts of the methodology (processes, tools, etc.) should span the full
spectrum of system attributes, in order tu produce the most comprehensive evaluation of the
product possible. Data returned should be both quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative data is
important for obtaining statistical information, which can be presented graphically for better
analysis. However qualitative data should also be collected, representing views, experiences,
specific observations, etc. When it is more effective to collect written or verbal comments, this
should be done, and an effective evaluation methodology sh0t1ld h:.ve the necessary capabilities
to do so built into its design.
);,, Tailorability
No two informational/educational systems are identical. It follows that no single evaluation
system will apply unilaterally to the effective evaluation of all of them. The optimum
methodology should posses a degree of flexibility allowing it to be customised to the specific
characteristics of different products. The degree of a program's tailorability is a measure of the
flexibility that program demonstrates in adapting to the particular requirements of different
informational/educational systems.
)}, Generic applicability
Perhaps the most important feature of all in a good evaluation methodology is its ability to
perform effective evaluations of all possible products in the category they are designed for.
Because different informational/educational systems will have different educational, promotional
and public relations objectives, the methodology developed should encompass mechanisms that
can be successfully applied to as wide a range of products as possible.

6.2.

Results and analysis of testing methodology

As stated above, the objective of evaluating EduKit2000 was two-fold: to test the methodology
using the case study, and reciprocally, to test the case study using the methodology. The results of
evaluating the case study (EduKit2000) were presented above (Presentation offindings/results).
It was then necessary to assess the quality of the evaluation methodology, and this was done by
comparing its features to the attributes of a "good" methodology, described above.
Ease of use

Most of the processes and procedures developed or adapted while constructing this methodology
are reasonably easy to apply. However, because it was desired to design the most accurate and
comprehensive methodology possible, this resulted in a relatively complex strategy that may not
be as easy to apply as is desirable. Because most infonnational/educational systems are developed
by universities and other educational institutions, it was assumed that an adequate supply of
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experts would always be readily available to perform the expert review. 1-low~ver, this is not
necessarily true, as some institutions might not offer multimedia as a course, yet still wish to
distribute an informational/educational system.
Q11c.1·/ iomwire:

While easy to implement as a tool, ii presented certain difficulties in its design, resulting in
insutliciently accurate data. The need for a pilot study before implementation constituted an
added degree of difficulty in applying the tool. Another problematic area was the difficulty of
obtaining a sufticiently large proportion of responses. This necessitates the use of a mechanism
for maximising returns, such as encouragement prizes.
Transcription and analysis of qualitative data returned from the questionnaires is also a lengthy
and laborious process, and in this particular case study the value of the information obtained from
the questionnaires may not have been important enough to justify the volume of resources
allocated to applying this instrument. This was probably due to poor design of the questionnaire.
Expert review:

Implementation of an expert review is a relatively easy process, providing the availability of
experts. Little work is required in the preparation of detailed guidelines since experts are assumed
to know what is required to be tested. If the experts recruited are themselves end users of the
product this makes implementation of the tool even easier, and the application of the
methodology to the case study has resulted in few difficulties with the expert review, other than
adjusting to the loaded timetables of the in-house experts.
Observation ofnovices:

Observation of novices presented difficulties in the recruiting and preparing of participants. A
large number of tools and templates was required including volunteer release forms, coordinator
forms and guide Iines, task Ii sts, etc. The implementation of the observation a1so involved a degree
of difficulty particularly with debriefing sessions and the analysis of the returned data. Audit trail
observations are not easy to conduct, requiring qualified personnel, expensive software and an
adequate supply of novice users. However the value of the information gathered using this
instrument is extremely high, and in the case of this test, has delivered a valuable evaluation of
some features of the case study.
User testing:

Few difficulties were encountered with user testing. Because a sample of the user population was
readily available, the only difficulty involved was the design of the guidelines and the rating tool
used for testing.
User t~sting is relatively easy to conduct, especially in educational institutions, where the user
population is physically available every day. However guidelines created for the users must be
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useful, accurate and specific to obtain best results, and this may represent a degree of dirliculty in
applying the i11strumcnt.
Clearly, an apparent weakness of the methodology developed is the degree of difficulty in its
application. The test conducted for this research was not considered dirficult, but the specific
situations of the Edith Cowan University case study may have provided certain advantages that
would not otherwise be available.
Accuracy

Until testing on outcomes is conducted on the case study (EduKit2000), it is impossible to
detem1ine how accurate the information obtained from the evaluation is. The product needs to be
assessed in terms of the impact of its distribution on the user population, and the extent to which
the objectives of the parent institution (the product's distributors) have been achieved. This may
be the subject of further research, however with the information obtained from this research, it
can be deduced that enough triangulation of observation views has been conducted to maximise
the accuracy of results.

Questionnaire:
A high degree of accuracy cannot be guaranteed from the questionnaire, as it is impossible to
determine to what extent respondents considered their responses, es pee ia Jly if a prize is offered to
winning responses. Unless the questions are designed to elicit the maximum accuracy of
responses, the value of the questionnaire may be wasted. Most respondents will often only answer
the closed questions, requiring less consideration, yet these are the least useful in providing test
information.

Observation of novices:
This process provides very accurate data, especially if video recording of the sessions is
conducted. Data returned from audit trail observation of novices has been the most useful in
identifying navigational and interactivity problems. If novices can adequately navigate the system
then it can be assumed that the more experienced user population will experience even fewer
difficulties. Observations can very accurately pinpoint specific navigational problems, and
suspected problems can be included in the task list to improve accuracy of results.

User testing:
As with questionnaire returns, data derived from user testing did not produce the most accurate
results. Users conducting the volunteer sessions will not always want to commit the required time
and effort to produce accurate results. Stricter supervision, and mandatory activities, may be
useful to ensure better results.
Efficiency
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As was the case with ea.1·c o.f 11se, the specific situation on the ground for testing the methodology
was especially convenient, providing extremely cl'ficicnt results. This may not necessarily apply
in all situations, and costs arc Iikely to be considerably higher, affecting overall efficiency of the
methodology. Dccausc of the wide array of processes and tools involved, a considerable amount
of resources are required.
Que.st iomwire:

Questionnaire responses will only be received in sufficiently high numbers if the postal return is
prepaid, as was the case with EduKit2000. Depending on distribution numbers, this cost is likely
to be quite high. A prize may also need to be offered to encourage maximum response, adding to
costs and reducing efficiency. While the use of a questionnaire can provide very useful data, this
is only true if a large percentage of responses is received. This was not the case in this project,
and results obtained from the questionnaire were not as useful as was anticipated. Unless a
mechanism is implemented to ensure high returns, the use of questionnaires may not be
appropriate in every case. Also the cost in time will be considerable if significant numbers of
results are received and processed.
Expert review:

Expert reviews (especial Iy heuristic evaluations which require at least four experts) are extremely
expensive to implement, and were only possible for this case study because the four experts
volunteered their services gratis. This would almost never be the case in normal circumstances,
and the expert review component of the evaluation system is likely to be the highest-ranking
budget item in generalised applications of the methodology.
Observation ofnovices:

Expensive software is required (LotusScreen Cam) as well as the services of qualified supervisory
personnel, all of which may affect efficiency by increasing costs. The value of the returned data
however is high compared to that of other instruments, such as the questionnaire or user testing.

User testing:
While the costs of implementing user testing are very low (compared to a questionnaire or expert
review), the overall efficiency is low because of the poor quality of data returned. This was
probably due to the design of the guidelines, and the rating tool used.

Consensus of data
Consensus of data was generally quite high, and demonstrates a degree of reliability of the
information produced. For example, the methodology identified certain icons as being
problematic by a substantial concurrence of observations. Three of the four experts indicated the

volume and print icons were not intuitive. Thls observation was confirmed by the questionnaire,
the observation of novices and the user testing. In other words, every process, tool and instrument
used has specifically identified these two icons. While this demonstrates a high degree of
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consensus or data, it is interesting to ask the question: Why did only three

or the

four experts

identify the problem? The answer is probably that the 4111 expert did not examine the icons
concerned. In order to maximise consensus of data it is important that the different components of
the methodology be accurately scoped, and perhaps initial scoping of the evaluation strategy
could have been more meticulously conducted.
Quesriumwire:

Results obtained from the questionnaire concurred with those obtained from user testing.
However no significant concurrence was noted with the results obtained from the expert review
or the user tests. While this demonstrated that the different elements or the methodology
identified different problem areas, it raised the question of why some processes did not identify
all the problems. Clearly the design of some tools was more successful than others.

Expert review:
Expert review r~sults generally concurred with most data returned from the other processes,
indicating that the expl::rt review produces the largest amount of concurrent data, even about areas
that it was not specifically intended to evaluate.
Observation ofnovices:

Data returned by this instrument concurred substantially with much of the other data, as was the
case with the expert review. This may have been due to the design of the task list set for novices.
User testing:

User testing data concurred with questionnaire results, however this may have been due to the
fact many of the questions in the these two processes were identical. If the design of these
questions was faulty this could have affected the value of the information derived from both
instruments.
Scope of data

This is one criterion where the methodology developed rates quite satisfactorily. Because of the
use of automated audit trail recordings, a wide range of data was collected, including written and
spoken comments, video recordings of navigation, and user impact assessments from the
debri!!ting sessions. Both quantitative and qualitative data was collected using the questionnaires,
and in depth reports were received from the experts. However, while the scope of the data
gathered may be quite large, the quality and usefulness of that data may not be very high. There
may have been a tendency during the design phase of the methodology not to distinguish clearly
enough between the quality and the quantity of the data collected.
Questionnaire:
The scope of the data returned from the questionnaire was restricted by the number of questions it
is reasonable to expect respondents to answer. A longer questionnaire would have resulted in
even fewer returned forms, reducing the reliability of the inferred information. However, the
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range of the questions was designed to span the rull spectrum of usability problems that the
questionnaire was intended to evaluate (interface design, content and scope).
/:,\·pert review:

Expert review datn provided some of the most useful information returned by the evaluation
system. The scope of that data depended on the individual ex perts, since Ii Ille di rcct ion was given
to the experts. Because wry specific areas of inquiry were targeted by the expert review, the
scope of the data returned was limited to that range. However, the scope of data can be
customised (broadened or focused) by adjusting the guidelines provided to experts, and by
customising the reporting too! they were provided with. Because expert reviews arc expensive, it
is preferable to restrict the scope of the data gathered by this instrument to those areas best
evaluated by the experts. This was not the case with the EduKit2000 case study, resulting in
incomplete evaluations, long delays, and some superficial results. The overall quality of the data
however, in spite the wide scope required by the guidelines, was generally of a very high
standard.
Observation ofnovices:

Data returned from audit trail observation of novices was limited to navigation and functionality.
It is difficult to assess appreciation of aesthetics by recording navigational paths, and impossible
to assess accuracy of content material using a computer novice. Information derived from the
observations was quite deliberately restricted in scope, in order to provide the most useful
possible infonnation on those areas that are best evaluated using this instrument.
User testing:

User testing data was restricted in scope for similar reasons to the observation of novices. The
data returned targeted specific areas of inquiry because longer or more complicated user testing
sessions may have been counter~productive, causing participants to curtail, abandon or expedite
the evaluation at the expense of thoroughness.
Tailora hility
Questionnaire:

Of all the processes used in this program, the questionnaire is doubtless the most tailorable,
flexible and customisable, making it an extremely important instrument. Questions can be open or
closed, can have a rating or grading response scale, can be as few or as many as required, and can
be presented in the most appropriate format for the user population. Because of its complete
tailorability, the questionnaire can provide a wide scope of data
Expert review:

Because the expert review was not restricted to specific procedures it demonstrated a large degree
of tailorability. Guidelines and heuristics can be adjusted to correspond more precisely to the
evaluation of different software, giving this process a large degree of flexi bi Iity.
Observation ofnovices:
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The tools and templates used with the novice observations provide a large degree or la i lor;ibi Iity:
tasks can be varied and timing adjusted.
U1·er testing:

As with observation of novices, user testing was found to be easily tailorable by adjusting the
parameters of the tools and templates used (e.g. the rating instrument).
Because of the broad scope of the processes used, the methodology can be considered to possess
an adequate degree of tailorability. Spccitk tools used are completely customisable (the
questionnaire, the novice tasks, the user rating tool and the experts heuristics) allowing the
methodology to be adapted to the specific characteristics of most informational/educational
systems. The guidelines used with many of the instruments allow a degree of tailorability by
enabling the evaluation to be specifically directed at those areas or features which require
evaluation. Because tailorability was seen as a major concern right from the start of the project,
the final methodology developed demonstrates an adequate degree of tailorability. However not
all systems tested will produce as successful an evaluation as the test case, and an improved
methodology might provide the possibility of combining a wider range of tools and processes to
apply to any software in the same generic category.
Generic applicability

All of the tools and processes developed for this evaluation system are generically applicable to
other similar software, making the methodology effective for a wide range of systems. This is due
to the flexibility built into the design of the individual components, as described above.
Questionnaire:

The questionnaire affords a high degree of generic applicability because of its flexibility and
customisability. Most informational/educational multimedia systems have similar features and
objectives, and the use of the questionnaire in one form or another is appropriate to the effective
evaluation of these systems.

Expert review:
The availability of in-house experts was the only limitation to the generic applicability of the
expert review. Most systems in the product range of the case study used here can be evaluated
using an expert review, if these are available.

Observation of novices and user testing:
Both these instruments also exhibit a high degree of generic applicability.
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6.3.

Recommendations for improvement

An analysis of the cnmparati ve assessment presented above dearly suggests that the methodology
developed by this research is for from perfcet and can he considerably improved. This could
conceivably comprise the object of future research, however a sound foundation has already been
established. Im provemenls to the methodology presented here wou Id incl udc, (but not be
restricted to) the fo!!owing considerations:

....

Questionnaire

::;.. A more studied approach to the design of the questionnaire is needed so that the value of the
returned data can justify the resources expended in applying the too!.
~

A more effective strategy needs to be developed to maximise the number of returned
que-<;tionnaires (only 56 were returned, out of several thousands distributed). Perhaps a prize
can be drawn from returned questionnaire numbers to encourage responses.

Expert Review

:, More consensus of data could be achieved by a more precise set of guidelines and procedures
for conducting the Expert Review
Observation of Novices

::;.. The tasks set to the novice users shm1ld be better designed with the aim of returning the most
useful data, and to span all possible types of interactions with the system. Perhaps a smaller
number of harder tasks should be set (requiring deeper levels of navigation, using mutiple
mechanisms, etc.).
~

More emphasis should be placed on the quality rather than the quantity of data returned when
designing questionnaires, tasks and guidelines.

User Testing
~

Better instructions and guidelines need developing for conducting the User Tests. Many of the
qualitative responses were of 1ittle use because of the frequency of one-word responses. The
open questions in the rating tool should be phrased so as not to allow the return of yes/no
answers or I-word replies. Keywords used should be: discuss .. , eJ.plain... elaborate .. , etc.

General

), Efforts must be made to improve the ease with which the methodology can be applied. More
specific tools and templates should be created to facilitate the work of experts, users, novices,
and test supervisors, such as more detailed guidelines as to the scope of the review.
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);>

The possibility of combining a wider range

or tools and processes to apply to any software in

the same generic category should be explored.
)., A cost/benefit analysis

or the

methodology needs to be conducted, as well as a test against

outcomes of the case study. Again these arc possible a venues for future research.

6.4.

Summary

While the preceding assessment of the evaluation methodology has identified a number of
important weaknesses, it bas also clearly demonstrated that the program nonetheless displays
most of the features of a good evaluation instrument. Information returned has generally been
accurate, sufficient and useful, and mechanisms arc in place to ensure the flexible adaptation of
the methodology to other informational/educational systems. Apart from the poor questionnaire
return rate, no significant problems were encountered in the application of the methodology to the
case study.
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Chapter 7. Recommendations for improving EduKit2000
As a result of applying the evaluation system developed hy this research to the EduKit2000 CD
produced by Edith Cowan University, a set of recommendations was produced to improve the
product in future incarnations. These recommendations are listed in five categories, representing
the five areas of inquiry evaluated, and arc a synthesis of all the data returned from the five
evaluation processes applied:

7.1.

>-

Interface Design
The icons for the Print facility, the Volume Control device, the Live Connection, and the
Zoom feature should be improved or replaced.

};>

Some text fonts and colours need to be revised.

>- The backgrounds are ofien too strong, affecting readability, and should be toned down
>- The quality of graphics and photos can be improved since the product is CD based, not web
based.

>- Windows metaphors such as minimise buttons should be replaced
>- Better video compression can be achieved, to avoid slow, jerky viewing. YC video is poor
and chunky, frame rate is jerky, and audio is substandard. Should be redone running 25FPS
320x240 with 16bit mono off a standard CDROM
};>

Step-by-step elements need to be enhanced with pictures and a clearer/less text oriented
description of each step ... this is especially true of the remote-access section that a novice
student would have difficulty to follow.

>

Cursor changes on rollover should be rectified in the Help section

>" Text should be anti-aliased

>- Packaging graphic design incompatible with CD graphics and should be redesigned
>-

A richer multimedia mix, including demos and animations is required to effectively transfer

information to the user
)

A Skip video button should replace the hypertext

)

Minimise and quit buttons should be labelled

)

Remove inactive "back" and "forward" arrows

};>

Campus maps don't work ... clicking on buildings should tell user what the building is.

7.2.

Interactiv ity/N avigationa I Structure

)

Cross~referencing may be confusing and should be improved or removed

)

Enhancing the nav path and maybe making it ciickable could probably be used whilst page
indicators should be removed
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).- The quit screen is confusing. There should be a message saying "Arc you sure you want Lo
quit?"
>"" The text menus used arc often indistinguishable fr()m the main body text
>""

Back function (next to !ind) lllcilns back to 11 pn:vious text content section bt.:t docs not
include the navigation from the home page ... buck should eventually get you to the main
menu.

>""

The search facility should be improved to return accurate results to any keywords

>"" The Scrolling mech:rnism is too slow and should be improved

7.3.

Content

>"" Games in Software section need upgrading

).- More information on specific units is needed, including previous class averages and exams,
asse~<;ment details_ etc.
Y

More descriptions of clubs and societies, services such as the cafeteria, bar, etc. are required.

>-

More information in the Lifestyle section

>-

Better instructions in Modem Pool Access section

>-

Rectify omissions in Credits page

);- More synthesising, reducing and reformatting of text for readability.
Y

Poor image quality (low level JPEGs) needs improving

>-

To a void violation of both the Quick time and the Macromedia licensing agreements, a screen
is needed which is displayed for at least four seconds on quit showing respective logos.

7.4.

Scope

).- Reduce overall volume of content
Y

Increase scope of Search facility

), Continue developing EduKit2000 by students
Y

Indicate length of time video runs

»-

Design a more intuitive paging system

Y

More multimedia content should be used for instructional purposes, e.g. demos, animations,
interactions

>7 .5.

A more effective Help facility is required

Overall functionality

Y

Improve scrolling

>-

Some games do not install properly (e.g. Solitaire)

Y

Video should play correctly on all platforms
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;,;,, Slow start-up and scrolling need to be improved
;... Menu options should work 011 mouse up rather than mouse down
;,;,, FAQs need re format! ing for more e fli eicnt access

7.6.

Summary

The recommendations presented above represent all the changes that this research has determined
are necessary to improve EduKit2000, and to enable it to better achieve its primary objectives.
Only those improvements presented in the Interface Design section arc likely to incur large costs.
Most other development changes can be performed in the course of an annual upgrade of the
product, easily and cost-effccti vcly. The evaluation has dcterm ined that while the tested product
(EduKit2000) is of a generally high quality, a number of improvements are necessary in several
major areas to produce a truly useful informational/educational system.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion
This project has meandered through the process of evaluating informational/educational systems.
It has explored the work already conducted by theorists and previous researchers in the evaluation

of multimedia software, with particular attention to a study of the tools and processes most
appropriate to informational/educational systems, which arc seen to be increasingly used by
uni vers it ics and at her ed uca ti o11 al institutions, as th c use of com putcr tech no Iogy in cd uca ti on
becomes more widespread.
A methodology was designed and developed with the objective of providing the best possible
evaluations of such systems, in order to enable their improvement. This methodology consists of
severa I independent components, each intended to test or eva Iuate specific features or attri butcs,
using the minimum possible resources yet achieving the best possible results.
Once this methodology was developed, it was tested on a case study, the EduKit2000 CD, in
order to assess its performance and to identify any problematic areas in its application. The
accuracy of the results cannot be established without comparing the results with a test on
outcomes, which has not as yet been conducted.
A by-product of testing the methodology on EduKit2000 has been the production of a
comprehensive summativc evaluation of the product, accompanied ty a valuable list of
recommendations for improving it in future incarnations.
Finally the test enabled weaknesses and faults in the methodology to be identified. This will
enable the improvement of the methodology, if further research was conducted in the area.
The research conducted for the purpose of this thesis may have opened a Pandora's box rather
than put the lid on a method. Rather than answer all questions it has actually raised a lot more, but
has at least highlighted the paucity of available developed resources for evaluating this type of
software, and pointed to the direction future research should take to remedy this.
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An Exploration Of Tools, Techniques And Procedures
For Evaluating Informational/Educational Multi media
Software

Appendix 1
Tools and Templates
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1.

Questionnaire
ECU seeks your vahi;1blc focdlmck on the EduKit2000 CD-ROM

In order to improve the current version of Edu Kit we need your comments and suggestions.
Your responses to this questionnaire will help us determine your needs, in order to provide you
with a more useful CD-ROM in the future. Please complete this form, seal and post it back to us
after you hove had enough time to explore EduKit2000. A more detailed questionnaire will be
made available on the web, and you arc encouraged to complete that too.
ABOUT YOU

This questionnaire is completely confidential and anonymous, however some infonnation about
you and your computer system will help us improve EduKit.
Your study mode (please tick ALL appropriate boxes)
.Full time

D

.Part time.

D

Your age
. 17 - 20

.Postgraduate

D .External Course

Undergraduate

D

D

(please specify course)

group

0 .21 - 30 0 3 I - 45 D

0

.45+

Your gender and nationality
.Female

O

.Male .

D

D

International fee paying student

Describe your computer system

D
Win98. D Win2000 . D
.iMac. D Other
D
. Win95 .

WinNT.

D

Mac.

0

PowerMac

D

Describe your computer skills
. Basic.

D

Adequate.

D

Advanced

D

ABOUT EDUKIT2000
EduKit2000 is a useful service provided by ECU

It is well presented and attractive
The text was easy to read
You were able to navigate easily through EduKit2000
The "FINDu function was useful
The collection of software was useful
The course information was useful
The services information was useful
The lifestyle section was useful
The modem pool/remote access instructions were useful
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The library information was useful
The "HELP" function was useful
Softwart! from the collection installed correctly
The videos played corn:ctly
You successfully connected to the ECU modem pool
Edu Kit should continue to be designed and developed by students
You printed off many documents from Edu Kit
Did we miss something? Please comment:

Thank you for your feedback. Please now fold, seal and post to ECU
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2.

Guidelines for Expert Review of EduKit2000

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Expert Rev icw

or l·:d uK it2000.

The fol lowing

guidelines arc aimed only at scoping the evaluation and standardising the da!a rc~urncd. It is no!
intended to restrict the evaluators to any particular technique, procedure or area of inquiry, since
by definition experts know what they arc looking for when evaluating Multimedia software.
Please be as thorough as your time allows you, however, as the benefits of an expert review arc
wasted if it is not comprehensive.
In order to scope the evaluation, guidelines must be established for any expert review. These not
only establish the boundaries of the evaluation, but also standardise the returned data by
defining the framework within which the evaluation is to be conducted.
It is assumed that expert evaluators will:
I.

understand the terminology used in multimedia evaluation.

2.

know what to look for

3. have a good idea what will be important for the evaluation
4. provide experienced and detailed responses
5. provide feedback and suggestions on how to improve the product
6. not require strict guidelines and criteria

Proposed Guidelines

The following are broad, general indications used as a guide to insure that all important
aspects of the CD are critiqued. You are encouraged to go beyond what a typical check\ isl
would provide, although no specific criteria are required from evaluators. This is a
qualitative evaluation: statistical information will later be collected in the end-user

evaluations (questionnaires, etc.).
There is no time limit set for the evaluation. However, as this is part of my research project,
it is pegged to the timeline for completion of my honours thesis (which is already running
behind time). It would therefore be appreciated if you could complete the evuluation within
the next week, The evaluator should possess enough experience to know when an adequate
review of the product has been achieved.
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The guidelines suggested for the expert evaluation arc as follows (in descending order of
importance):
I. Interface Design Issues:

Aesthetics - i.e. the look and feel of the site
Cognitive Load - i.e. how much mental stress might the interface place upon the user?
Metaphors - Are the metaphors (icons whic.h help the users to know where they are in
the :;i te) interesting and appropriate?
Consistency - How consistent is the interface?
Legi bi Ii ty - H0" l.'as y is it to sec the text?
Use of media? - Are media elements (sound, video, etc.) appropriate?
Trend - Does it correspond to cwTent popular trends in interface design?
2. Navigational Issues:

Cognitive Load- i.e. how much mental stress might the navigation place upon the user?
Mapping- The site helps users to know where they are in the site.
Help- ls help available and how effective is it?
Speed - Do the pages download fast enough?
Organisational Structure- How well organised is the content?
Cross Referencing Maneuverability- How easy is it to get from one part of the CD to another?
3. Content:

Accuracy, --The content is accurate, instructions work,
Relevance, -- to the objectives of the project
Usefulness - Most of the content is useful to the target audience
Complete -The content is not lacking vital or important elements
4. Programming:

Help Facility - functions correctly
~earch Facility - functions correctly
Print facility

-- functions correctly

Scrolling --fast, intuitive, efficient
Utilities (volume control, zoom, etc.)
Links - all funct'.on
Cross-platform and trans-browser compatibility
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5. Packnging:

Aeslhctics
Design
Graphies
Effectiveness
Cost/Value
Attached is a checklist of areas in the CD which require evaluation, as well as a template of a
testing sheet for annotating observations. These are for your convenience only, and you are not
required to use them if you don't wish to.
Once again, thank you very much for your kind collaboration.
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3.

Areas of EduKit2000 to be evaluated

(used as a support tool for both the Expert Review and User Testing)

I.

Welcome
I. I. Into Video

1.2. VC Introduction
2.

Help
2,1. FAQ

2.2. About
2.3. Credits

3.

Software (PC)
3.1. Help@ECU

3.2. Internet
3.3. Utilities
3.4. Fun
4. Software (Mac)
4.1. Help@ECU
4.2. Internet
4.3. Utilitie:;
4.4. Fun
5.

Remote Access (PC)
5.1. Windows 95
5.2. Windows 98

5.3. Windows 2000
5.4. Windows NT

6. Remote Access (Mac)

7. Courses
7, I. Undergraduate

7.1. I.

BUN

7.1.2.

BPM

7.1.3.

CHS

7.1.4.

CSESS

7.1.5.

WAAPA

7.2. Postgraduate
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7.2.l.

BUN

7.2.2.

BPM

7.2.3.

CHS

7.2.4.

CSESS

7.2.5.

WAAPA

8. Library
8. l. Introduction to Services
8.2. Semester Opening Hours
8.3. ECU Library Catalogue
8.4. Contacting the Library
8.5. Endnote 4.0 Software

8.6. Available Databases (7 pages)

Services For Students
8.7. Borrowing & Loans
8.8. Document Delivery
8.9. Document Delivel)' Fees
8.10.

Document Delivery: Registration

8.11.

Inter-Library Document Delivery

8.12.

Inter-Campus Loans

8.13.

Liberty

8.14.

Services for External Students

8.15.

External Students - Requesting Materials

8.16.

Finding Materials - Arranging a search

8.17.

Using the Library in Person

8.18.

Offshore Students

8.19.

Photocopying

8.20.

Reciprocal Borrowing

8.21.

Services for Clients with Disabilities

8.22.
8.23.

Thesis Checklist
Theses - General Information

8.24.

Thesis Presentation

8.25.

Use of Thesis

8.26.

Useful Thesis Publications

Thesis

9. Services

Study
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9. l. I.

Referencing Guide

9.1.2.

COFHE

9.1.3.

Graduate School

9.1.4.

Student Academic Support

9.1.5.

Yittual Campus

9.1.6.

Cover Sheets

9. 1.7.

ECUWES

9. 1.8.

Campuses

General
9.1.8.1. Joondalup Map
9.1.8.2. Mount Lawley Map

9.1.8.3. Churchlands Map
9.1.8.4. Bunbury Map
9.1.9.

Calendar

9.1.10. Maps
9. J.J 1. Faculties
9. I. 12. Aecom m odation

9.1.13. Bankingffravel
9.1.14. Fees & Charges
9. 1.15. Bookshops

9.1.16. Rules
9.1.17. Higher Education Contribution Scheme
10. Support

10.1.1. Chaplain
10.1. 2. Career Advisory
10.1.3. Health and Medical
I0.1.4. Counselling
10.1.5. Equity & Diversity
10. l.6. Disabilities
10.1.7. Child Care
10.1.8. Scholarships
10.1.9. Quick Contact List
11. Lifestyle
11.1.

Sports and Recreation

11.1.1. Health and Fitness Center
11.1.2. Fitness Classes
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11.1.3. Team Sports
11.1.4. ECU Ski/Snowboarding trip
11.1.5. Jntcrvarsity Sports

11.1.6. ECU Sporting Clubs
11.1.7. Bar and Cafe

I 1.2.

Clubs and Societies

I 1.2.1. Golden Key
11.2.2. SCAMSA

I 1.2.3. ECUIS
11.2.4. ISA
11.2.5. Guild
12. Search Engine

11.1. Standard keyword search

11.2. Undergraduate courses search
11.3. Postgraduate courses search
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4.

User Testing - Guidelines and Rating Instrument
Tbc guidclim::s chosen here arc broad, general indications used as a gui<lc to insure that all

important aspects of the CD arc critiqued. Reviewers should go beyond what a typical
checklist would require. This is a qualitative cva'uation: Please write as much as you foci is

necessary in response to each question. A checklist is provided to map all the geographical
areas of the CD that need to be visited and evaluated.
~

Tick the Likert scale for each of the major areas of enquiry below (Bad

Good), then

answer all the specific questions ir, as much detail as possible.
Finally, if there are areas or issues which you feel need further comment, please give as
comprehensive a description of these in the final section, (Other Comments).
There is no time limit set for the evaluation. The evaluator should possess enough
experience to know when an adequate review of the product has been achieved.

1. Interface Design Issues:

2. Aesthetics: Is the " look and feel" of the CD appropriate, pleasing, effective?

3. Cognitive Load - i.e. how much mental stress might the interface place upon
the user?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;i,;i,, .. ,i, . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11••••

4. Metaphors-Are the metaphors (icons which help the users to know where they
are in the site} interesting and appropriate?
5. Consistency- How consistent is the interface?
.
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7. Use of media? - Are media elements (sound, video, etc.) appropriate?
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8. General comments on Interface Design
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2. Navigational Issues:

9. Cognitive Load: How much mental stress might the navigation place upon the
user?
10. Mapping: Does the user know where he/she is in the CD?
11. Help- I-. help available and how effective is it?
12. Speed - Do the pages download fast enough?
13. Organisational Structure - How well organised is the -.:ontent?
14. Cross Referencing- Does it work? Is it useful?
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15. Maneuverability - How easy is it to get from one part of the site to another?
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16. General comments on Navigational Issues
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3. Content:

l 7. Accuracy, -- The content is accurate, instructions work
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18. Relevance, -- to the needs of EC U students
19. Usefulness - Most of the content is useful to the target nud ience
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20. Complete -The content is n<i. lacking vital or important elements.
21. General comments on Content
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4. Progrummlng:

22. Help Fncility - functions correctly
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23. Search Facility - functions correctly
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24. Print facility
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-- functions correctly
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25. Scrolling --fast, intuitive, efficient
26. Utilities (volume control, zoom, etc.)
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27. General comments on Programming
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5. Packaging:

28. Aesthetics
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29. Design

30. Graphics
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3 I. Effectiveness
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32. General comments on Packaging

Other Comments:
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5.

Novice User Observation Gu~delines

NOVICE USER OBSERVATION GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATORS
Gcncn,1 Points:

•

The test room should be quiet, clean and uncluttered and away from disturbances and
interruptions. The chair and desk at which they sit should be comfortable.

•

Ensure that the browser cache is cleared before each user session

ll

Ensure that Screen cam is set up and working properly

•

Ensure a good supply of stationary for both the test user and the observer.

Beginning thi:! session:

•

Introduce yourself if you do not already know the user. Make them feel comfortable and
relaxed, offer a tea or coffee.

•

Explain to the user that we are recording their actions and utterances using Lot us

ScreenCam.
•

Explain what EduKit2000 does and that the user is going to be set several of tasks, which
will require that they use the CD. Explain that we will then ask them to fill out a
questionnaire about their experience and that the questionnaire will provide them with an
opportunity to say what they thought of it.

•

Explain to the user that we are not assessing their abilities but we require them to help us
assess hnw useable the CD is. Any confusion experienced by the user highlights a fault in
the design of EduKit2000, not the user.

•

After explaining the above, ask the user to sign the agreement that we may be allowed to
use the results of this test in reports and publications.

Performing the task:

•

Explain that we will provide limited assistance during the tasks.

•

Do not give the user time to explore the CD before the tasks begin - we want to see how
we! I they can use the CD straight off the cuff -

•

Observe and take notes whilst the user is performing the tasks - do not offer direct help but
suggest that they read the screen carefully to find clues as to where they should go next.

•

Ask that the user explain where they have difficulties or where they get confused. The
observer should make note of these - possibly won't be necessary ir screen cam is working
properly.

6.

Novice User Tasks

Please answer as many questions as you nrc able to in the time allocated. You may
answer the questions in any order you like.

Task 1

What is the Golden Key National Honour Society?
Task2

What is the phone number of the Bunbury campus Child Care service?
Task3

What hardware do you need to set up an ECU modem pool Remote Home Access?
Task4

Is a Chess game available on the CD?
TaskS

Who produced the video shots in the CD?
Task6

Which team sports are available at ECU?

Task7

Can you study for a Bachelor of Arts in Marketing at Bunbury?
Task8

How much does the library charge for photocopying?
Task9

Can external students print out Assignment Cover Sheets from the CD?

Tusk 10
What are the charges for late HECs 11 upfront 11 payments?

Thank you for your participation. Please make any additional comments below:
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7.
Standard Procedures for Analysing LotusCam
Recordings

I. Number of clicks to find the results

2. What methods were used to locate in formation

•

ti Home

•
•
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
•
•

Too\bar
Help facility
Search facility
FAQ
Automatic paging
Back button
Scrolling

3, Did they use the navigation buttons: eg back, forward etc. Did the person use
both the navigation buttons and the toolbars?

4. How long did the task take to complete?
5. Did the user go into the 'Welcome' section? Did it help them or confuse them?
6. What sections did the user go into before entering the correct one?
7. What sections did the user get noticeably confused in? Why do you think this
was the case?
8. Did the user go home between tasks or did they use the toolbar to move between
sections?
9. Did the user need to use the zoom option?
10. What were the users general impress ions/comments about the task and their
interaction with the CD eg did they express frustration, did they think ir was
easy, did they get lost etc ... use direct quotes and observation if possible
11. Spontaneous comments:

•

If a user becomes stuck for a period of 2 minutes, make a note at the point at which they
were stuck and why, then show them a step in the direction they arc meant to go in. This
will allow us to discover if there was just the one major pr,,!Jlem or it they had other
problems atlcr we gave them a prompt.

Filling out the qucstionnnirc:
•

Explain any parts of the questionnaire that the user docs not understand e.g. terminology

•

Sit within the vicinity of the end user so that they know you arc available for questions.

•

Let the user refer back to the CD whilst filling in the questionnaire if they so desire.

Ending the session
•

Ask them if they have any questions or issues they would like to raise (about the CD or the
evaluation session).

•

Thank the user for taking part in the evaluation process.

8.

Volunteer User Release Form

Volunteer User Release Form

In order for the results of this session to be used for performing an evaluation of
EduKit2000 that will enable the CD to be improved, the data we obtain from you needs to
be available for analysis and publication in the form of a report. This report will be used for
the purposes of e0mpleting my Honours Research thesis, as well as for providing thr. ECU
Student Service Centre with guiddines for improving EduKiCOOO.
By signing this form you are authorising Serge Walberg to use the information provided by
your session for the purposes dc:scribed above.

User Name: .................................................................................... .
User Signature: ...................................... Date: ........................ ,, ....... ..

Session coordinator: .......................................................................... .
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9.

Session Coordinator Form

Coordinators Name:

---------

Respondents Number:
Reason they were selected to take part in the evaluation:
What type of computer was the session performed on?
(processor speed, monitor resolution)

0 bscrvations:
(please use this space to make any notes, observations, comments etc. that will be useful when
analysing the collected data)
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